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SEWIErlirJEWS, 'ES CIO ECM 1E311-4,
Alorrisi e
With full lines in Dry Goods, Millinery, Clothing, Boots and Shoes,
Hate, Trunks. Valises sod Notions, will still maiutain the reputation of the
Cut Price Dry Goods House as successor to N. B. Shyer.
Cor. Main and 9th Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky
•
CLEAR THE TRACK!
We are opening the largest and most complete stock of
Dry Goods, Notions and Fancy Goods this fall that has ever
been our pleasure to offer to the people of this and adjoin-
ing counties. Our
Dress Goods Department
is full to overflowing with all the newest shades, with a full
line of trimmings to match thew. Jo our -carpet. room can
be found all the latest patterns in both Brussells and al!
wool extra supers. We have added to our immense stock
of Dry Goods a
BOOT AND SHOE DEPARTMENT,
In which can be found some of the best custom-made goods
such as STRIBLY-, HOCKER and ENIERSONS, and we
feel safe in saying our $2 Ladies' Custom-made +Thoe is the
best on earth for the money. When you visit our store call
for them. We are making some Special Prices on dress
ginghams, penangs, table linens and many other goods.
Remember we will stand at the front throughout the sea-
son and will meet any prices made on dry goods as long' as





CLSCIS, JEWELRY, SILVER AND PLATED WARE
OPTICAL COODS, ETC
07....411.2tilta"Cr -




_FAS RECEIVED A Fr LL STOCK OF--
Fall and Winter Goods,
•nd Floe Trimmings. and invites his friend• •nd I he public to call and exiim ine them. II•
guaranies you the brat dts and most superior workmanship th•t can be obtained in ths
eity, at moderato pries,.
10111- OVER IlIZLLT'S JEWELRY STORE, HOFKINHVILLE. NY•'1111011




Special attention given to orders from a distanee.
Yr. N. Tobin. of the firm of N. Tobin & Co., hasitist returned from the r eat where he
r chased a lull and complete line of doe Woole.o. tor fa.I and winter Parties n
eeding
lutist' 0 that line would do well to call and Pee their stock Wore nei elsewhere
J . Cooess. POLK CAN/ILE&
Cooper& Cansler,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
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etc , and a great relief
according to direc-
satisfaction after a suf-
guarantee tu refund
cents. For sale by
Gaither, H. B. Garner,
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; WALTER N. HALDEMAN.
the trehilect of the eetpier-Jeartial
Oue ef lost Notable
Figures.
Louisville's' !sweets by Fire Ms Year
The Ilea,' fest in lee Matt try of the
City—Paitt lofting in be ifIn-
dlsorisse Tier Fate
Special Correspondence of the N law Ea•.
LOUISVILLE, Oct. 4 —One of the
most notable figures in Louisville Is
Mr. Walter N. Haldeman, the archi-
tect of that. great journalistic and
financial institution known as the
Courier-Journal. Like moat busy
men Mr. Haldeman is net often seen
on the etreet, except between hie
home, his bank, the post-offfee and
his private office, where he directs
his newepapers and tiaussets
anioitent of busiuess that a young
man of forty might well stagger
umber. Wheu he is seen on the
street, however, he impresser one
with being what he is. He is a tali,
slender man, slightly stooping from
years of work at his desk, wan white
haix and beard, both woru rather
long, a serious, thoughtful 444
prominent, nose bright, anaemia*
eyes, and the geuerill ale. Of a man
occupied with businese. Although
he is nearly seventy years old his
step io as springy 1111 at thirty and he
hps managed to peserve the energy
and enthusiaem of youth with more
success than any other man of hie
age in Louisville. When at home lie
is always at work and wheu at work
he is always in a hurry, Its any man
might well be with two or three of
the biggeet newepapers in Ube coun-
try to overlook and limey 1110 portant
private interests to guard. Iu the
last ten years Mr. Haldeman is un-
derstood to hays made a great deal
of money and those who know his
affair* best estimate his private for-
tune at not less than a million dol-
lars. The basis of this fortune is, of
course, the Courier-Journal, which
about ten years ago began to be very
profitable property after as many
years of varying fortunes When
the two papers were consolidated
nearly twenty yeare ago and the
magnificent publication house was
built, it Was an undertaking far iu
advance of this eity and it was nee-
eesary to hold fast stel let the city
grow up to the standard that bad
been raised. The city has grown
past that standard and with indomi-
table pluck and determination Mr.
Haldeman held on to his idea. When
the tide turned and began to fiow in
his direction it threw up billows of
money at his feet. There is not
another citizen of Louisville whose
money is so ready at all calls of pub-
lic spirit and enterprise. He heads
every list of public subscription, he
is a stockholder in every great enter-
prise, he pays promptly and without
complaint. With all this he keeps
his private business fully abreast of
every movement of progress.
ite•
Mr. Haldeman has always teen de-
termined to have mechanical per-
fection in his publiehing house. Ile
cannot relit unless every new and
wonderful invention in the art of
printiug is in his office as soon as it
can be built. He bought the And
iierfectIng printing press used Is the
south, lie was one of promoters
of the linotype type-setting ma-
chines, which are, as yet, in no other
southern printiug office, and now he
is having built at a coet of $47,000 a
printing press that will be years in
advance of the other offices of the
south. The new pre** will be in use
December first and will print 12,000
24-page papers au hour. It is the
highest perfection to which the
printing prees has been carried auti
will print, fold, paste and arrange
any size paper from 6 pages to 24
pages. It is the wonder of printere
aud the joy of pressmen. The press
is uow being tested in New York
where it was constructed aud when
it is put in place the Courier-Journal
will be equipped as no other paper
outside of New York is equipped.
This means an enlargement of
the Evening Times to six
or eight pages daily and the
improvement of the Courier-Journal.
In the meantime Mr. Haldeman halt
gone to Kelly's Island for his autumn
filming trip. That is his one recrea-
tion. Whenever he feels badly or
has business so arranged that he can
make it wait, he goes to Florida, or
Saint Clair Flats or Lake Erie for
fishing, end he works at the sport
with the same energy and tireless de-
terminatioi that mark his business
conduct. He has landed the two big-
gest tarpons ever caught on the Flor-
ida coast and like most other men of
great qualities he prizes the achieve-
ments of his recreative sport more
dearly than he does anything elm.
Next to fishing he likes a circus for
amusement.
•• •
There is a significant growth in the
number of building associations here
which promiees well for the future of
the city. A year ago there were but
two, while at present six or eight are
seeking public patronage and all are
meeting with success. There are six-
ty in Cincinuati and to them more
than to moot other agencies is attri-
buted much of the thrift and gelid
prosperity of that place. The habit
of payiug in a few dimes or a few dol-
lars every week into the hands of a
board of directors who compound the
interest monthly is one that induces
economy, care and thrift. The build-
ing associations in Louisville are in
in the hands of the most active and
reliable business men and the com-
ing year will show a great increase
in their importance and a great bene-
fit to the poor people in the securing
of homes of their own. The building
ef new houses in Louisville has
grown to be a nuisance. What, with
the great fires that have destroyed
several fine storehouse blocks and the
new edifices being erected, over
streets are almost impassible at im-
portant points. A law is badly need-
ed which require contractors te
build from the rear and thus leave
the streets free to pedeetrians.
Speaking of fires the loss since the
first of January lamt is $1,300 000, or
about twice as much as the ineur-
ace companies collect for premiums
in the city in the whole year. There
never has been a year in the pre-
vious history of Louisville when the
losses were half as heavy. The
greatest loss before lieet was in Diri7
when it was less than half a million.
The flies this year will all be
the betterment of the city, however.
lu the ease of Kleinhare & Simon-
son. for instance, their former house
is already replaced by the handsom-
est store in the eity. It is four
stories high, of Moorish style, the
front looking like it had been like it
had been lifted from the Alhambra,
the arches being beautified by fili-
gree and Arabesque tracery. The
office buildings of the Commercial
• ,.,
-1 re .--•Y sd, •
Club and the Kentucky National
Bank are under way and will be
completed before another year.
The value of the Amphitheatre Au-
ditorium to Louisville can be readi-
ly immagined when it is announced
that among the treats in store is the
appearance of Adelina Patti and her
opera company in three operas this
fall. This is the company specially
organized to open the great Audito-
rium theatre at Chicago and it will
be Patti's last appearance in Ameri-
ca. She will produce Verdi's "Otel-
le," "Romeo e Guilletto" and
"L'Africaine," none of which have
ever been heard here, except that
honest Emma Abbott sang &LI
English version of "Romeo am
Juliet" some years ago with planta-
tion melodies and bloodhounds intro-
duced. It is announced also as a
feeler that seats will be 82.50 or 93
each, which is pretty stiff, in spite of
the fact that Patti is said to get $5,000
for each performance for herself
alone. Poor, dear Patti! how dreadfu
it must be to make a farewell tour at
cheap prices. ' It is, of course, only
fashionable folly run mad that
enables her to demand such a price.
1111111111titssiatkr Or tbe great singers of
illstory, iliftrite, because her voice,
trained in that wonderful Italian
method, has reinallied true and fresh
afterdwentr-flve years of constant
use; but am an artist she dem not
reach Malibran nor is her voice as
wonderful an organ an that with
which Mal !lean enchanted the world.
Yet in Malibran's time $5,000 a
month was an immense sum to re-
ceive. Patti sings twice a week and
at that rate would earn $45,000 per
month or half a million a year. Mary
Anderson has earned e200,000 a year
for a long time but wee at her own
risk and under her own management.
Now Patti takesno risk. She simply
demands $5,000 every time she sings
and the manager who employe her
must get his money out of the ven-
ture the best way he can. If Ken-
tucklaus want to hear her they must
pay for the privilege, and by the
the time the managers of the Amphi-
theater have perfect their plans for
charging the public and the specu-
lators have perfected their turn, It
will cost a week's earnings of a poor
family to hear the divine Patti sing
in one opera.
•••
I shall not attempt to describe the
carnival week in Louisville, This
is written before the Satellites of
Mercury have given their pageant
and ball. The weather has been
marvelously clear and beautiful all
week and if it should not rain to-day
there will not have been a cloud upon
the week's gayety. The town has
been packed with strangers and the
new million and a half hotel which
is said to be projected on Main street
opposite the Louisville Hotel could
be put to excellent use if it were com-
pleted and ready for occupation. At
preeent it is all on paper and there
are eome signs that there it will con-
tinue to be. Instead of a hotel it is
probably a union depot scheme with
a hotel attached. PICADOR.
GHASTLY MCl/THU.
Pike Ittulford Fouled is a Seek Note
With his Head Almost Severed
From His Hedy.
Squire Andy Boyd, of the La-
fayette vicinity, came tutu the clty
Monday with a startling piece
of news. About oue mile north of
Herndon ou the Lafayette road, he
was met by an acquaintance, who
informed him that the body of a
negro mau had just been discovered
iu a sink hole, a short distance aside
from the main road. Hastening to
the Keene, the man's body was found
with the head almost eevered from
it. The corpse was identified as that
of l'ike Radford, a negro who lived
near Herndon. Suspicion at once
fastened upon Garrott Munford,
another uegro with whom the de-
ceased had au altercation on the
previous night, and who had been
heard subsequently to make threats
against Radford. Squire Boyd left
two men to guard the body and came
at once to the city and notified the
coroner, Dr. Dulin, who left for the
scene this morning to hold an in-
quest. The condition of the dead
man's clothing gave evidence not
only of a violent struggle, but of
having been dragged some distance
through dust and mud. No arrests
have yet been made.
An &eminent Dotetor's Prescription.
Dr. C. P. Henry, Chicago, Ill., who
has practiced medicine many years
says: Last spring he used and pre-
scribed Clarke's Extract ef Flax
(Papillon) Skin Cure in 40 or 50 cases,
and never knew a case where it failed
to cure. "I know of no remedy 1 eau
rely on ro implicitly." Positive cure
for all diseases of the skin. Applied
externally.
Clarke'r Flax Soap is best for Ba-
bies. Skin Cure $1.00. Soap 25 cents.
At H. B. Garner's Drug Store.
Nepotist* is Jourisalisas.
The fascinations of the press are
great. To enter upon the career re-
quires no capital. According to the
Marquis of Salisbury, who, during a
period of estrangement from his-fa-
ther, was partly dependent on his pen,
the sole requirement is "brains." His
lordship's opinion that comparatively
little training is necessary will not be
readily accepted by those who are
practically acquainted with the work-
ing of a newspaper in theee days,
when it can no longer be said that tie
best writing is done by young men of
leisure in other profeesions. Breins
alone will not preduce a good leading
article, notwithetanding that this is
one of the three feats of which every
man believes himself capable. An
amusing illustration of the fallacy
was hirnished in a provincial offiee.
One of the proprietors, a carpe4 manu-
facturer, wrote a leader. It was sub-
mitted to the editor, a gentleman dis-
tinguished in his calling, and appear-
ed next morning in a form hardly rec-
ognizable by the writer. He had read
many a leader, aud thought that he
could write one. "Sir, replied the
editor, tapping the floor with his foot,
"I have walked on many a carpet,
yet I never thought I could make
one." Leader writing is not the only
branch of journalism that denuuids,
in addition to brains, a combination
of qualities' rarely found in one man.
—Once a Week.
Artificial Whalebone.
In many branches of industry it has
of late been found neemeary to super-
sede natural by. artificial products.
The supply of whaleboue has for sume
time been gradually diminishing, and
now an artificial whalebone has been
- produced which is said to be a perfect
substitute. It can be produced very
cheaply, am the process of its manu-
facture is a very simple one. One
part of i.oaked and softened India rub-
ber, one-fourth part of shellac, one-
fifth part of magnesia and one-fourth
part of brimstone arc 'nixed together.
they are then heated in an oven at
l20 to 150 degs. Celsius, and the ma-




While Premising Fair Days. It Ale)
Tells of Illizzards and Fierce
Stories Darin the Com-
lag Mestho.
The Winter Will be Long-Drawn Out
and Into it Will Fall Some
of the Coldest Days
Known.
For several years the goose-bone
editor of the Louisville 'Times was
very successful in his predictions
concerning the winter weather, but
last year he was laid low, "suowed
under," knocked completely out, as
it were. However, like a true disci-
ple of the prophetic profession he
bolts up serenely again, and here are
his predictious for t he coming
'months:
Years have passed since we had
such a winter as is pictured on the
breast bone of this year's goose, and
altogether the bone is more clearly
and positively marked than it has
been for many Demons. It tells the
story of rapidly changing weather,
intersperced with balmy days, fieroe
blimards and great storms. In its
passage the winter will scatter every
variety of wearier; one day will be
as balmy and tender as youug spring,
while the next will come :fierce and
bold like a visitor from the Arctic
regions. A man will go out in the
morning feeling that his overcoat is
a burden, but before the shades of
the night have gathered he will wish
that he had a blanket with his over-
coat. Change is the distinguishing
characteristic of the bone this season,
and such rapid evolutions of weather
must of neccessity prove hazardous
to both comfort and health, and great
care will be needful. The spring-
days that will come at intervals
should be watched and not permitted
to deceive, they are belt resting places
for the blizzards and storms. While
one can eamily trace over the bone
many bright and pleasant days, the
winter will be chiefly noted for se-
vere storms and extreme cold weath-
er. The winter will commence early
and the spring will hold loug away.
The farmers will hardly find good
weather for breaking ground until
the ides of March. There will be a
good deal of falling weather all
through the winter, but from the at-
moepheric changes indicated by the
the bone it is not probable that snow
will lay leng on the ground. With
the ground moist and extreme
weather following warm days the
frost and the cold will go far down
into the ground. Such a winter will
prove hazardous to winter grain and
a bad wheat winter is plainly indi-
cated.
The bone thus pictures the psesage
of the months:
NOVEMBER
will come in bright and pleasaut.
The first storm period in this month
commences about the 7th, and con-
tinues with more or less severity un-
til after the 20th. During this time
there will be some wet and ugly days,
and the weather, though at times
cold, for the seamen will not be se-
vere. Failing weather will be
characteristic of November days.
Heavy local storm. may be looked
for during the last week, but the
marks on the bone, which are in
much confusion, do not indicate any
great extent to their disturbances.
DECEMBER.
The storm period noted in the
closing days of November will die
out during the first days of this
month, aud mime pleasant weather
may be looked for. The most severe
period of the month commences
about the 1.5th, and continues until
about tee 22d. The indications for
the Chriettnas holidays are for clear-
ing and brighter weather. During
the period from the 15th to the VA
will occur some of the ugliest
weather of the month, and into this
time will fall the coldest days, and a
very low average of temperature will
mark the entire period. The closing
days of the nionth will be clearing
aud may imepire the hope that win-
ter is broken, but, alas for human ex-
pectations, the hardest weather is to
follow.
JANUARY
will come in like young spring, but
right here the marks on the bone
come into great confusion, and the
general coloring is very dark, some
spots being almost black. This
storm period commences about the
9th, and runs almost to the alth, and
im one of the most clearly indicated
on the bone. The general character
of the weather will be falling, and
into this period will fall some of the
coldest days that have occurred with-
in the memory of the oldest. About
the 15th general storms and severe
blizzards may be looked for, and the
very heavy coloring of the bone at
this point indicates that storms in
this period will be pretty general
through the latitude. This is the
period to watch, as it is more than
any other concerns all. While there
is nothing on the bone to indicate
territory of country, the writer feels
safe in predicting that the storm
which centers about the 15th of the
mouth will be most severely felt east
of the Mississippi river. These
storms, it is safe to say, will be par-
ticularly heavy ou the lakes. Fol-
lowing this period is the promise of
very pleasant weather, and the
month will go out quiet and calla).
FEBRUARY
will come in bright and clear, and
the indications are that the little
groundhog will see his shadow and
thus corroborate the goose-bone in
the prediction of a late spring. The
marks on this part of the bone are in
much confusion, time Indicating
rapid atmospheric changes. Pleas-
ant and cold days will alternate and
in the middle of the month will fall
some of tne coldest of the semen.
Following this period will be many
pleasant days, but the month will go
out with a growl, bringing March in
like a lion, and bad, ugly weather is
likely to continue for the first five or
Rix days of the moeth.
Many inquiries are made as to
how to select and read the bone.
This information has been repeatedly
given in The Times, and theme inter-
ested should be familiar with it. One
thing to be remembered is that them
predictions ate not hedged about by
any lines of 'longitude, but sweep
around the globe within the latitude
of five degrees on either side of the
place where the goose WI'S hatched
and the weather predicted can not be
foretold for any particular section of
country.
PROM PTN ESS.
First a cold, then a cough, then
consuenption, then death. "I took
Dr. Acker's English remedy for con-
'gumption the moment I began to
to cough, and I believe it saved my
fe."—WALTER N. WALL ACk, W& oh




The N. c. & et. L the Favorite Line to
all Points South.
The management of the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis road have
made so many improvements upon
this line of recent years that it has
come to be acknowledged as one of
the best equipped in the south. Not
only is the road-bed kept in the best
condition, but the service is first-
class in every respect. A liberal
policy on the part of the managers
has raised it in the estimation of the
traveling public until now it in one
of the most popular lines in the
whole south. It is the shortest line
from this and surrounding points to
Chattanooga, Atlanta. Macon, Sa-
vannah, A ot„,.: ‘.1, Charleston, Jack-
sonville and all resorts of eastern
and Peninsular Florida, and parties
expecting to visit these or any other
point in the south eould do well to
write for rates to W. L. Danly, gen-
eral passenger and ticket agent,
Nashville, Tenn.
Cloee connection is made at Nash-
ville for all these poin'e, and in the
matter of time alone much is saved.
The comfort of all passengers is
cimiely looked after, and all the con-
veniences necessary to enjoyment
are to be had.
TRUE TO HIS WIFE.
The Touching and Remastie Story ef
a Swede.
CLEVEL•ND, 0.,Oct. 7.—C. F. Carl-
son, a digger in mine No. 3 at Stone-
bore, Pa., dropped dead last night
Carlson had a romantic history. He
was the son of a Swedish nobleman,
who disowned him on account of his
marriage te a peasant girl. He came
to this country and for years has eked
out a miserable existence working at
various job.. His father offered to
restore him to favor if he would
abandon his wife, but Carlson stead-
ily refused all such otters. He was
the heir toe-15,0W, which would have
come to him at the death of his
mother. It will now go :to the eldest
son. He was ficeiy educated, but
fast living and the lack of trade or
profession compelled him to mine
coal to support his wife, who, with
two children, survives him. An ef-
fort will be made to communicate
with his parents in Sweden.
FOREIGN NOTES.
The shoemakers of Prague, Bohe-
mia, are on a strike for higher wages
with good proepects of achieving suc-
cess.
M. Herbette, the French Embaesa-
dor, returned to Berlin last evening.
It is reported that he will be replaced
by Jules Ferry.
The laborers employed in the wool
warehouses on the London docks
have gone out on a strike, owing, as
as they claim, to the preference given
to the blacklegs by the employers.
The cotton mills of Lancashire con-
tinue to run on half time. The oper-
ati•e society has expended £20,000 for
the relief of thotte who are suffering
through the partial stoppage of the
mills.
Hundreds of workmen are engaged
in laying underground eondilts for
telegraph wires at Carlesruhe and
Stuttgart, and it is the intention to
bury all the frontier wires as rapidly
as possible.
An Italian eugitieeer named Bocce,
proposes to construct a canal bemoan
the kingdom of Italy, connecting the
Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas. He
estimates the coot of the work at
$125,000,000.
The London press Is unanimous
that if the United States Government
does not abandon its policy of pro-
tection, nextcongress will avail noth-
ing except to serve as a pereecutor of
the contemplated world's fair.
Floods are increasing in extent and
violence throughout Altenburg and
Goerlitz, Auetro-Hungary. The dam-
age already done Liao reacbed im-
menee proportions, and the families
rendered homeless are countless.
Lieut. Fischer with two batteries of
&riflery has called from Hamburg to
reinforce Capt. Wiseman Emit
Africa. The alarm over Capt. Wism-
man's position increases. He is
threatened by large bodies of well-
armed Arabs and natives, who are
cutting off his supplies.
The Berlin Tageblatt asserts that
in consequence of a quarrel with his
royal relatives over the marriage of
his neice, the Princess Louise of
Wales, to the Duke of Fife, to which
he stoutly objected, the Duke of
Edinburgh intends to take up his
residence in Germany.
The disease which has prevailed
among the cattle in Germany for
some time past is spreading with
great rapidity, neccessitating the re-
liance of the German market upon
America for meat supplies. Prices
of meats have advanced and in many
localities the scarcity of cattle has
created much alarm.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. W. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
came home one evening, feeling a pe-
culiar tightness in the chest. Before
retiring, he tried to draw a long
breath but found it almost impoesible.
Hs suffered four days from pneumo-
nia, and the doctors gave him lip. Dr.
Acker's English remedy for consump-
tion saved him and he is well t.
Sold by H. B. Garner, druggists.
At the Park.
Quite a number et local turtruen
assembled at the Park last Friday to
witness the 7raoes which had been
promised. Owing to some delay the
races did not commence until quite
late and it was impossible to finish
the last two on the program. The
score was as follows:
El RAT R•CE TWO TEAR OLD MILS HEATS.
Jno. Willis, B M., Dr. Lewis 0 0
((toper & MeNanny, C, S., Semiptialis I 1
SECOND RACE 1,-TEMII-OLD MILE It EATS.
ft U. Holland, B.M., Annie Dictator 2 2
Jas. Medleys, 14 G., Dr. w . A 3
Claude Cartel B. M., Morris K . I
THIRD DACE. WASCII SACK. MILE MEATS.
P. M.2Nany's, B. 11.. Mollie Mc
W. F. Ragsdale's B. el Cleaveland
I.. I. liuckuer's B.O., Bachelor







Cough in the morning, hurried o
difficult breathing, raislug phlegm,
tightness in the chest, quickened
breath, chillineem in the evening or
sweats at night, all or any of these
things, are the first stages of con-
sumption. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful symptoms, and is sold
under a i.esitive.guarantee by H. B.
Garner, Druggist.
•
The revival whieli has been in
progress at the Universalist church
during the week will Moor Sunday
night. Rev. Miss Bartlett will preach
to-morrow morning and night. She
is a lady of strong mental ability and
her discourses are full of thought
and power.
FACTS AND FIGURES.
A Comparleos of Former Elections
With the Recent One make
CoastItatlional Connotive.
The following table of official fig-
ures is prepared for the Information
and study of those interested in 00113-
paring the result of former elections
with the recent election on the con-
stitutional convention, together with
the total number of voters in the
state as obtained from assessors' lists,
general elections or special registra-
tion:
1S83.—Number of voters in state as
reported to the becretary of state, ex-
cluding thirty counties not reporting,
203,859.
1884.—Legal voters in all counties,
reported to the auditor by assessors,
374,207.
1886.—Legal voters in all oounties
reported to the auditor by assessors,
890z861.
Number voting for the constitution
excluding two counties not reporting,
1D3,240.
1886—Legal voters in all counties
reported te the auditor by aasessors,
388,279.
1887—Legal voters reported to the
auditor by assessors, excluding 19
counties not reporting, 278,827.
Toinagatztr in ell tee ell
eaTotal omit
act in all eountiee but four, nut re-
pottiog,11116,889.
Number under Offht act venlig for
Constitution la these same counties,
175,362.
1888—Total vote in all eountlee for
all candidates for president, 344,781.
Legal voters in all counties repor-
ted to the Auditor by Assessors, Me
777.
1866—Tetal vote in all counties but
Breathitt, for all candidates for State
Treasurer, 265,962.
Legal voters in all counties but
Campbell, reported to the Auditor
by Assessors, 872,662.
Total regiseered vote under Offnt
act in all counties, 2$16 700.
Number voting for Constitution
under Offiat act in all counties, 180,2S1.
Previous to 1867 the assessors re-
ceived fifteen 'get/ 19/e6IP)1 llets sod
time the pay was based on the teetal
lists; hence a marked differencie be-
tweea the legal voters reported for
1888 and subsequent piers. In 1188
the act tor an election on the Consti-
tutional Convention provided that
the basis should be made on the re-
port of the Amesbury to the Secretary
of State, as to the actual number of
persons entitled to vote for represen-
tative. In 1885 the basis was left oo
the returns regularly made by the as-
sessors to the auditor. In both 1068
and 1885, the vote for the constitution
was lost. In 1887 and 1889 the basis
was a special registration as provided
in the Offutt act, aud a large majori-
ty at each election was obtained for
the eonstitution.
THE WHEAT CR0P.
Tee Yield In Various States Reported.
Totem), 0., Oct. 7.—Messrs. C. A.
King & Co., have received within the
last few days 1,500 reports which show
that Michigan had a poor wheat crop
and farmers there have sold less free-
ly than elsewhere. Reports from
there indicate that about two-thirds
of the present crop is still in farmers'
bands. Pennsylvania has nearly as
much ; Ohio and New York over half ;
Indiana about half ; Missouri nearly
half, and Illinois only about 40 per
cent. Farmers have sold most of
their poor wheat, as a third of the re-
plies say that three-quarters of what
remains would grade No. 2 or better.
Michigan reports the smallest
amount of No. 2 remaining in farm-
ers' bands, mills and interior eleva-
tors. Pennsylvania and New York
report the largest percentage of No.
2. Mills and interior warehouses
seem to average about half full. Ohio
and Illinois mills are well supplied,
but Michigan mills have but little.
Miseouri and Indiana have fair sup-
pi ies.
The acreage sown this fall will be a
trifie larger. Michigan will show a
slight failing off, owing to reoent dry
weather ;New York reports no change,
Missouri aud Illinois the largest in-
crease, Ohio& sepal I one. Two-thirds
of the reports say farmers are not die-
potted to sell at present prioe. Some
say they w ill fell more freely atter
seeding is completed.
Telegraphic Notes.
Prineess Margaret, sister of Em-
peror William, is betrothed to Prince
William, the heir of the Duke of
Nasaati. •
Rt. Rev. Thomas Hubbard Vail,
D. D., LL. D, bishop of the diocese of
Kansas, died at Bryn Manor, Pa.,
yeeerday morning after an illness of
two weeks.
The 225th anniversary of the first
church in Newton, Mass., was ob-
served yesterday with appropriate
services in the present church edifice
at Newten Centre.
Admiral Porter is reported sick at
Jamestewn, It. I. There is no tele-
graphic communication with that
place, and nothing can be learned as
to his condition.
Thomas A. Edison and wife, Mrs.
U. 8. Grant and Mrs. Frelinghuysen
were among the passengers arriving
at New York by the steamer La
Champagne from Havre yesterday.
Fanny Davenport, who has been
playing in "La Testa" at San Fran-
cisco, was unable to fill her engage-
ment at the Baldwin Saturday night,
owing to a severe attack of nervous
prostration.
At Gettysburg the monument of the
Fifty-fifth New York regiment was
dedicated yesterday,-Col. W. James
Butt, of New York, delivering the
oration. Mrs. James Morrow un-
veiled the stone.
A NEW Eite repreeentativ• inter-
viewed a number of leading citizens
from various sections of the county
this morning relative to the extent of
the damage done by the from of this
morning. But a small per eent of
the crop suffered, as nearly all ot tbe
farmers had cut and hourted their to-
bacco. That which remained stand-
ing was neeessarily damaged consid-
erably. "It will have no effect upon
the price of the crop now on the
board," said a prominent warehouse-
man. "Good leaf is in deman I and
is commanding prices which justify
its cultivation. The frost will only
add to the worthless trash for which
there is no demand or sale."
A brakeman named Williams was
killed at Nortonville Sunday morn-
ing, white attempting to make a
coupling. Both cars were loaded
with heavy beams, which jolted over
their telges, and approaching each
other left but &email space between
tlem. While in position Williams
stepped upon the track and reached
for the pin in the draw-head of the
stationary car, where his head war
crushed like a shell between • the
projecting timbers, and death was
was almost instantaneous. The re-
mains were takeu to his home at
Earl ington, Ile was only 24 years old




GONE MS FULL LENGTH.
Bismarck Not Disposed to Farther
Oaltivate Relations Web Washing-
ton.
LONDON, Oct. 7.--Prince 13isnaarck
had determined to be conciliatory
and went to the full length in sub-
mitting to American demands, bat
Mr. Blaine, since the text of the
treaty had been scrutinised by him,
has expressed his dissatisfaction with
some of the clauses. Although he
won't directly withdraw from a treaty
which he authorized the American
delegates to sign, he iney indirectly
infiu.tnce the senate to refuse rat-
ificatioe. The Berlin Foreign Office
has further cause for irritation with
the Washington Government. The
new American Minister to Germany,
Mr. Phelphs, is delayed in assuming
his functiots till January next, mak-
ing a gap of nine months in the min-
Solaria' representation of the United
States in Germany,. Mr. Blaine has
meenwhile sent a Consul General to
Berlin who is Ignorant of the German
laneuage and of consular business.
His news with the German Welch&
and with others, combined with Ite
general diesatiefaction prevaling in
official quarters with west is called
American bumptiousness, may lead
midema tembitasseriasse Bismarck
is believed to hare "amens ter sr hti-
will go towards cultivating friend-
ship with Washington.
.—••111116--.410-
ATTACKED SY A COUGAR. —
• Mossoes Despereas rant he the Sendle.
era Omens Weaserabas.
Intelligence has been reoeived here
from southern Oregon of the unfortu-
nate result of a conflict between a
hunter and a cougar. Ira Hill and a
companion of Jamieson con2had for
several days been encam in the
mountains about ten distant
from the Cow creek canyon_ They had
met with much success m the pursuit
of deer.
Warned by the abundance of
"sigma," they had exercised great cau-
tion !withal: protection agsinst the
carniverous animals whir& in-
fest that region. Mr. Hill, it
on the day in question shalra
wounded a large buck. Notirttb-
'leading the severe injury, the ani-
mal, as it frequently happens, bound-
ed away. JWging from the action of
the deer that the belie had found its
mark, the hunter clembered down the
mountain side to the point where the
animal stood whoa the she* woe fired,
An investigation verified his suppo-
sition. Hopihg that the idiot would
soon prove fatal, he traced, by the
blood in the trail, the flight of the
deer, aeveral times seeing it., but never
obtainitig an opportunity to finish
him. Wrapped m the excitement of
the chase, time passed unheeded.
Nearly exhausted with the severity of
the labor, and despairing of meows, be
began to retraoe his steps. Night
overtook him, and with it came
peculiar deathlike mounted& &saw
The gentleman confesses that he. was
overawed and frightened by the soli-
his mind the edvisability of
bade and gloom. After debataril.ga
for the night, he decided to push on.
hoping to find his permanent camp
and relieve the anxiety of his friend.
While descending a ridge whiob ran
tip from a dark said narrow canyon,
wrthout any warning be was attacked
by an . enormous cougar. In this
hand-to-hand conflict the rine was
melon; Dropping that weapon. he
drew his hunting knife and made
what effort he oonld to defend him-
self. Foe some time
with the aches
side of the
was at its _t, sproseshise
the ede of a steep dee ivity, man and
beast both went rolling down the
gu l ch.
Weakened by the loss of blood and
stunned by contact with rocks and
boulders, consciousness forsook the
hunter. He remained in this condi-
tion until well nigh morninirociRe-
noembering the otrength and
of his antagonist, and fearing that
still lurked in the immediate vicinity,
be remained motionless until sun up.
When he did arise no trace of
animal could be found. Fearfully
bitten, scratched and bruised, he ma&
his painful way to camp, and thence
to a point where the services of a sur-




(hymns were supposed by the Ro-
mans to be secure places of refuge
during thunder stoma, and they be-
lieved that lightning never pen
more than two yards into the
Acting on this su 'host the /em-
peror Augustus to withdraw into
some deep vault of the palace when-
ever a temptest was feared., and it is
recorded by Suetonius that be always
wore a skin of seal around his bodihseet
a protection against lightning.
both precautions are equally unavail-
ing need acarvely bq mentioned.
Lightning has lessaloiown to strike
ten feet into the earth; but not even
the marvelous accuracy of modern
science can determine at what distance
from the surface a safe retreat may be
found from the deseending fluid; and
even were this ascertained, the &hu-
ger' from asoending electric ourreents
remain the same. With regard to seal
skina, we tind that the Romans attach-
ed so mach faith to them as non-oon-
ductors that tents were made of them.
beneath which the timid used to Lek*
ref uge.
It us a curious fact that in the neigh-
borhood of Mount Cayenne:, in the
Languedoc, where anciently some Ro-
man colonies were known to have ex-
isted, the shepherds cherished a simi-
lar superstition regarding the skins of
serpenta. These they carefully col-
lect, and, having covered their hats
withal, believe themselves secure
aguinst the danger of the storm. M.
Lateasiere is disposed to see a link of
interesting analogy between the leg-
end which yet lingers in the mind of
the peasaut of Cevennes and the mcsit
costey superstition held in reverence
by his Latin ancestors.—New York
!flail and Exprem.
No Doses Abase 1t.
The average boy may be trusted to
draw an inference, if it has to do with
his own pleasure; but if the question
be an abetract one, the issue is more
cloubtfuL
A New York teacher, according to
one of our exchanges, was trying to
illuetrate to his pupils the precise
meanings of the words biped and
quadruped. For this purpose he
showed them two pictures, one rewir-
e/tiding a horse, the other a roaster.
He explained the origin and mean-
ing of the two words, exhibited the
pictures, and of course thought he had
inade laimeelf undmenood. So, by
way of review exerche., as it were,
he held the pictures aloft, and asked.
in encouraging tones:
"Now, scholars, which one am zr
"The rooster, sir," was the prompt
and confusing answer from several Of
the pu pile. — Youth's Companion.
Ties, Growing rt..
A California paper mentions some
of the peculiarities of the lig. It has
no blossoms, and evidently requires
breathing places, for from the little
button at the end there are minute
ducts or air spaces which run througb
the fruit and clear into the stem. lf,
in drying, the lig is not placed as it
grew on the trees, the fruit sours and
needs. The fruit does not hang
from the tree, but inclines upward,
held by the stein, and this button, or
mouth, opens toward the sun. If not
so placed when being dried the button
is sliadee, and the fruit then spoils.
Aeoue every town in Western
Kentucky, at different periods dur-
ing the past year has been offered
the Rerneey WoMen Mills and all
"were going to get them," but some-
how or other didn't. Madisonville
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A CARD.
After this issue the editorial man-
agement of the NEw ERA passes into
other hands. For two years I have
endeavored earnestly to promote the
beet interests of the community in
whiele my let has been so plAsantly
east, and while all the projects for
which I laLeired have not material-
ised, Mill I feel that my work haa not
been entirely in vain. During this
time I have probably made mistakes,
but they have been of judgment, for
I have always done what I believed
to be for the beet. At times my crit-
icisms of men and their sets may
have seemed harsh, but they were
always prompted lei: an interest in
the welfare of the community, and
not through prejudice or spite.
The gentleman who picks up the
pen I lay down is not unknown to the
readers of the NEW ERA; his name,
Janie,: R. Wood, is infecient intro-
duction. Under his guidance the
NEW ERA will doubtless prosper, as
It deserves. With the kindest feel-





I am back at the old stand, and
with to-day' d issue I again assume
editorial control of the NEW ERA,
and commence work where leleft&off
four years ago. I will deem myself
fortunate indeed if I shall be able to
maintain that high standard of ex-
cellence which characterized the pa-
per under the able management of
my predecessor—Mr. Homer Prince.
/ will endeavor to give my readers
a newsy, clean and acceptable paper,
devoted to the advancement of the
welfare and prosperity of this city,
county and section.
JAMES R. WOOD.
IT is amusing to note the high
terms in which some Republican
papers speak of General Chalmers,
who is running forlovenaor °feeler-
siesippi on the Republican ticket.
H. is no better than he was seven
years ago when all the papers of that
party denounced him as the author
of the Fort Pillow massacre, andwhen
the forty-sevnth congress unseated
him. He left the Democratic party
heesnee the Democratic party refused
to let him take his seat on fraudulent
returns. His WM the "shoe-string
district" and his course of violence
and fraud was a discredit to the Dem-
i-ter:Hie party of Mississippi, and when
he deserted his party because it
would not countenance his political
method*, he was reeeived with open
arme by the Republican party.
Now that the elections in Montana,
Washington and the two Dakotas are
over, there will be no more important
elections until the fifth of November.
On that day Iowa, Maryland, Massa-
chusetts, Mississippi. Nebraska, New
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania and Virginia will elect one or
more state officers, and all of them
exeetst Maryland, Nebraska, New
York and Pennsylvania will elect
governors. On the same day two
congressmen will be chosen to till
vacancies caused by death. One will
be the successor of Sunset Cox, of
New York, and the other will fill the
place of James Laird, of Nebraska.
PRESIDENT HARRISON does not ap-
pear to be in much of a hurry to se-
lect a commissioner of pensions.
Tanner pointed out the direction and
sot the pace, and thaw who are clam-
oring for pensions will not be satis-
fied if his successor should adopt the
policy of a smaller pension hole in
the surplus. The masses of the peo-
ple, however, are in favor of slower
work in the addition of names to the
pension rolls, being quite suspicious
of disabilities developed twenty-five
years after the war. So it is evident
that Mr. Tanner's successor will have
a hard road to traveL
THE contest between New York
and Chicago for the World's Fair is
waxing warm. The Chicago Tribune
its out in a long article calling atten-
tion to the fact that New York by
reason of bad smells and filthy streets
is entirely unfitted for the site of the
great fair. It is New York's turn
now to hit Chicago a lick below the
belt.
THE national eivil service league
has again elected George Williant
Curter as its president, and he is as-
saulting more vigorously than ever
the spoils system. His recent attack
on the system as it relates to the
postal department does not bother
,Postneister General Waianamaker
much, for the decapitation of fourth-
class postmasters goes rapidly on day
by day-. The "great reformer" can't
reform Wannamaker, and he had as
well give it up as a hopeless job.
THE' recent proposition to remove
Gen. Grant's remains from the city
New York to Washington, there to
be plsced in a mausoleum provided
by the old soldiers, is attracting a
good deal of :attention. New York
has failed to redeem her promise with
regard to erecting a monument, and
consequently has forfeited her claims
to be considered in the matter.
Tire latest estimate of the eorn crop
of this year is 2,250,000 bushels, which
is nearly 2.50,000,000 bushels in excess
of the hitherto unexampled yield of
lest year. With the oats and corn
crops bigger than ever before, and
the wheat crop almost as large as the
greatest previous record, an abun-
d nee of food at very reasonable
'Priem seems to be assured.
THE Philadelphia Ledger in com-
menting upon the tiresome squabble
of Corporal Tanner and Private Dal-
zell, which has occupied se much
space in the papers lately, hits a
centre shot. It sums up the matter
thusly; "fanner and Dalzelle—two of
a kind—the fool kind. Leave them
to their folly. The public has had
enough of them."
AT the election in the four new 
states
Mates last week the Republican
s cap- I
three governors, five representa
tives
anti six United States senato
rs, while
the Deniocrats only secured one
 gov-
erten- and two United States senators.
But this giver: the Republicans
 only
three more than a quorum in the 
low-
er eouse of congress, and 
only five
majority in the senate. On man
y
occasions the Democrats will be ab
le
to IttLeZeillt1 coutrql of the 
lower house
just as much as though they we
re
still in the majority, the Repub
lican
majority being 60 small that impo
r-
tant measures can not beetass
ed
without the consent of the D
emo-
cratic members. As to the se
nate,
the Republican majority there Is 
not
large enough to afford any assuran
ce
that the Republicans will contin
ue
to control that body very
 long.
Changes in the political complexio
n
of the senate nave taken place q
uick-
ly in times past, and are liable to 
oc-
cur again as speedily. A Repub
lican
majority of thirteen in the senate 
of
the Forty-fourth congress fell off 
to
three in the Forty-fifth, the majorit
y
of three in the Forty-fifth was c
hang-
ed to a Democratic majority of nine 
in
the Forty-sixth, and a Republica
n
majority of eight in the senate of th
e
Forty-ninth congress dwindled down
to two in the Fiftieth. Thus it 
will
be seen that the outlook, from 
a
Democratic standpoint, is by no
means discouraging.
It is greatly to be hoped th
at the
Pau--kwerican congress will pan out
to the commonest and financial 
ben-
efit of the United States. The im
-
proved and enlarged trade with tb
e
Central and South American Repub-
lics is almost incalculable. The e
n-
tire foreign trade uow carried on 
by
South America alone amounts to more
than four hundred million dollars
a year. Ninety per cent of this trade
goes to Europe, because the English,
Germans and French have for the past
quarter of a century, been active and
alive to its great commercial value,
while we have allowed it to drift
away through negligence and other
causes. The United States has at
lam become aroused to the importance
and great value of this trade, and the
Pan-American congress, if properly
managed, will go a long way toward
securing us this vast trade. It natu-
rally belongs to the United States and
we should be sufficiently enterprising
to secure it and bold oa to it.
The Republicans in Ohio are still
making strennous dhotis to get out
of the tight place in which George R.
Topp's rascality has placed them.
They are working the "insanity
dodge" for all it is worth, but it will
avail them nothing. Topp is as sane
as as he ever was, and all this stuff
hibout his craziness is merely a very
transparent attempt to "white-wash"
his rascality. Foraker has appointed
an investigating committee to inquire
Into the condition of Top's mind at
the time he wrote the damaging let-
ters. This 18 mere bancennbe. Let
the courts Inquire into his mental
condition, and not Foraker's white-
washing eommittee.
The campaign in Virginia is grow-
ing very interesting. Mahone is mak-
ing strenuous efforts to overcome the
disaffection in the Republican party,
but a greet many of the prominent
"straight out" Republicans are oppos-
ing him bitterly, and nothing he can
do will appease them. Senator
Sherman and other Northern leaders
are writing letters urging the recalci-
trant Republicans of Virginia to rally
to Mahone's support. This is very
cheeky, considering the fact that a
man with Mahonee4 antecedents
could not be elected to any office in a
Northern State.
John C. McClure died at his home
near Summit Point, West Virginia,
yesterday in his eighty-fifth year.
He was a member of the jury in the
celebrated "Ossawotaniie" John
Brown trial which convicted that in-
surrectionary gentleman, in 1S59, at
Charlestown. Since the death of Mc-
Clure there is but one of that noted
jury left living, Mr. Rightstine of
Shepherdstown, W. Va. Wouderful
changes here taken ,lace in the pol-
!Weal and social status of the United
States since that memorable event.
Iris said that President Harrison,
expecting an early raid from Repub-
lican congressmen, has had prepared
at the post-office department a com-
plete list of the presidential poet-
offices still presided over by Demo-
crats. The list shows wheu the
commissions expire, and accompany-
ing it is a much larger list of the Re-
publican applicants, with ful notes
of the friends and opponents o each
applicant. That Is getting ti bus-
iness down to a tine point.
Elections were held in France Sun-
day in the districts which had failed
to make a choice in the election which
took place two or three weeks4 ago.
Boulanger's adherents were snowed
under all along the line. The &dallier:-
tration party flatters Heel' that Bowe
langerisin is pretty nearly played out,
and that the Republic is firmly estab-
lished for many years to come.
MIcitroes's new liquor law rais-
ing the saloon license from $300 to
$.500 has just been discovered to be
Inoperative because of a blunder
made by an enrolling clerk. As the
saloon interests of the state will be
considerably benefitted by it, may be
it was a put up job between the en-
rolling clerk and the liquor men.
MURAT HALSTEAD, of the Cincin-
nati Conmmercial-Gazette, and Col.
Campbell, Democratic candidate for
governor of Ohio, are calling each
other very ugly names. The man
that bandys epithets with Halstead
will get left, for the great editor can
make the atmosphere lurid on very
short notice.
Governor Hill says he is responsi-
ble for the State ticket which the
Democrats here eut out in New York.
Feeling a deep iutereet in his own
property, he has taken the stump in
the interest of the ticket. It remains
to be seen whether he can pull it
through.
A ierErt a long and brilliant career
as a politician, author and lecturer
the estate of Sunset Cox only amount-
ed to $4,000. Mr. Cox was an honest
man, consequently died a poor one,
so far as this world's goods are con-
cerned.
Wit EN wicked sinners put spurious
coin in a church contribution box is
an innocent pastor to be blamed for
tamping It back on them? is what an
Alabama minister under arrest would
like to know.
THY: Owensboro Inquirer of Satur-
day evening and the Messenger of
yesterday morning were mammoth
papers, chock loll of interesting read-
ing matter and live advertisements.
THEo. L. STITES, under Indictment
for embezzlement in Arizona, was
elected judge by the Republicans of
Washington, the new state. A good
start they are making.
TILE big St. Louis fair which
opened on Monday, is a magnificent
exhibition, and is being attended by
great crowds.
A PRIMA RY election to select can-
didates for the county officers will be
held in Daviess county on the 30th
day of November.
THE Chicago guarantee fund for




The question of Chinese exclusion,
which it was thought the pasesge of
the Scott Bill would finally settle,
seems to be almost as far from solu-
tion as ever; and may require further
legislation considerably modifying
the present statute.
Whatever real catiee there mite be
for objection to the preitenee or the
Chinese ill this country, and reason,
therefore, to take legislative meas-
ures to restrict much immigration,
there can be little doubt that the
Scott Exclusion Bill passed at the
last session of congress very greatly
needs revisime and in many of its
provisions may be altered to advan-
tage,even if they hail better not Ile re-
pealed. The bill leaves in doubt the
matter of prohibiting to Chinese, en
route to and from Chem and other
countries than the United States the
right of transit across our terrhory.
The advocates of the more fanatical
policy in this respect, who desired
rigid exclusion of the unpopular
Mongclian, anti urge aceortlingey
such an interpretation of the law as
will make it least susceptible of eva-
sion, insist that no Chinaman shall
be permitted on any pretext, to land
on our soil. Under this construction
of the former act, an official at San
Francisco refused Chinamen, bound
from Hong-Kong to South American
ports, leave to cross the docks and
embark on the steamer for Panania,
and compelled theni to return to Chi-
na. More reeently,and since the pas-
sage of the Scott Bill a Republican
collector at New Orleans denied leave
to Chinamen, en route from Cuba to
Hong-Kong, to come on ithore and
take the rail route to eau Francisco.
In each case the action of the officials
was overruled, as violative of the
meaning of the law, and not in ac-
cortleuee with the poliey of their res-
pective administrations. Popular
sentiment seems to have endorsed
each such reversal of a too arbitrary
exercis.,  of authority; and we menet
believe that it was ever intended to
deny to the people of China alone the
right accorded to every other race
and nationality of traveling over the
great highways of the earth. It was
evidently intended merely to prohibit
them from "slopping over" in this
country, and it would seem that com-
mon sense and common humanity
would interdict any other construc-
tion. Nevertheless on a point so im-
portant the statute ought to be clear
and permit of no ambiguity.
It is very probable that the necessi-
ty for Chinese exclusion has been
overestimated and that it is carried le
t xtent, in the Scott Bill, which
may prove more harmful than bone-
tidal. The Chinese have not luinai-
grated to this eouutry in great num-
bers. Only some 300,000 or 400,000
have ct me since 1850; in which period
the entire population of the United
States eas increased from 23,000,000
to 60,000,000. The people are certain-
ly not attractive to us, and have
many peculiarities of aspect, man-
ners and morals, which do not ac-
cord with a severe Anglo Saxon taste.
Yet it cannot be denied that they
have some traits which make them
useful and prevent their presence
from becoming altogether offensive.
Their patient, persistent industry in
the vocations to which they are best
adapted is unrivaled. Nor do they
compete injuriously with white labor,
for the occupations which they select
are, as a rule, those to which the
whites are not inclined. Judicionsly
employed, Chinese labor might well
be made to supplement the white la-
bor of this country, without in any
wise interfering with it. They are
a docile race; and lack both the self-
assertive energy or the Caucasian,
and the susceptible temper of the ne-
gro, so easily excited under bad in-
fluence to mischief. They care noth-
ing for politics, and wish neither to
vote nor hold office; a sad laek of
insuliness,perhapiebut to be condoned
notwithstanding the just contempt it
may arouse in the Americen bosom.
Ills very positively asserted :that
the passage of the Scott Bill has made
the feeling of the Chinese people and
government very hostile to the
United States, anti that It will event-
ually induce on the part of the for-
mer an almost total commercial now
Intercourse with this country. There
has been undoubtedly a very marked
decrease in American exports of all
kinds to China since the act wort in-
to effect. It is also true that nearly
all of the large commerce between
China and Europe no longer ciosses
the Pacific :Ocean and this conti-
nent in American bottoms and over
the American railroads, but is
conducted by British eteam-
ern and the Canadian Pacific
railway. This is unquestionably
very largely duo ,to the Scott Bill.
To what extent it 111113 be carried, re-
mains to be seen. But as China can
readily obtain from other countries
all that she has gotten from us and
we can procure the commodities she
furnishes from no other people, we
might probably be the loosers by a
complete suspension of commercial
exchanges with that country.
Looking at the question in all of its
phases, and more dispassionately
than could be done on the eve of a
Presidential election—when both
parties were bidding for the favor of
that element which was supposed to
control the vote of California—it may
be that the law can be so modified as
eliminate all that is harshest and
most offensive in its tenor, and yet
sufficiently check Chinese immigra-
tion, fro far as may be actually neces-
sary.
The: New Orleans Picayune says if
each of the Northern States would
absorb, according to its needs, a few
hundred thousand, more or lees, of
Southern negroes, while a eorrespon-
ding white riopulation would come
southward to take their places, there
would be an end of the now formida-
ble race question, for the Northern
people would no longer incite the
Southern negroew to violent and
bloody aggressions, and the Southern
people would enjoy the unusual com-
fort of being let aloute
LYDIA HI/VT FARM sit, an Ameri-
can lady, has written a refutation of
"Robert Eltmere," the novel which
had such a wide circulation and
which was feared would shake the
faith of many people. It is entitled
"A Knight of Faith," and will be is-
sued in a few days by a New York
publishing house.
EX-POSTMASTER OENEBAL JAMES,
In a recent magazine article, claims
that the most Important reforms in
the postal service are to be credited to
three newspaper men—Benjamin
Franklin, Amos Kendall arid Mont-
goniery Blair.
Mn. Power:111x appears to have
made a satisfactory answer to the
charge that he has pocketed or tweeted
the funds of the Knights of Labor.
He has done a great deal for the order,
and the kickers should let upon him.
THE latest reports from the Ohio
campaign indicate that the political
cauldron Is boiling over. There is a
disgusting amount of mud-dinging
and blavkguardistu in the campaign
in the Buckeye State.
TILE Cincinnati Euquirer is hump-
ing Itself, and putting in lots of good
editorial work in the Ohio campaign.
THE Mayfield Tri-Weekly Demo-
crat is a live, newsy and well printed
sheet, and Is a credit to that town.
Mat Monied.
The protest of the decent Republi-
c:ins of Virginia against Mahone is
increasing in volume and in force.
Iu the list of leading Republicane
Who repudiate Will are Ex-Governor
Cameron, lion. Joint S. Wier, Ex-
Gov John le. Lewis, S. M. Yost, Hon
.1. ioaL, W. C. Peudletou, ExCoia-
grt'ssmmoaml Libby, Hon. :verge Gilmer
Mij. 0. FL illuee, Dr. Frank King
*I:aka H. IL Itiddleberger, Cole
Lewis eftleenzie, B. B. Mete, J. H
Rivers, lien. V. O. Groner, Col. Yare
:Coy '1'. Brown, Judge Claiborne'
and a great many others. The worse
influeutifti Republican papers in Vire
ginia oppose his election, and among
them eau be found the Valley Vie-
giniau, Loudon Telephone, Patriot
and Herald, and the Shanantioae
Herald. Thousands of Republicane
will vote for the Democratic condi.
date, Phil McKinney, and. thotoands
will not vote at all. The respectable
element of the Republican party of
Virginia believe that the election of
Mahone would be a disgrace to the
State and a great disaster to the par-
ty, and give vent to their opinions in
no uncertain tones. The Democrats
are thoroughly aroused, and. in spite
of the support which the Harrison
Administration is giving, him he will
lie defeated.
TI1E city eleetiou in Indianapolis
resulted in a good many murprisee to
the Republicans. The Democrats
elected Sullivau as mayor arid Swift
an city clerk by overwhelming ma-
jorities. In addition to capturing
the head* of the tioket, they elected
thirteen out of twenty-live council-
men, and enough aldermen to give
them a majority on joint ballot of the
two boards. It le the first victory the
Democrats have 'aellieved in that city
for a quarter of a century, and con-
sequently they are very jubilant.
Indianapolis being the home of Pres-
ident Harrison, the result is regarded
as being a rebuke to his administra-
tion. There were many disgruntled
office-seekers, and they took this op-
portunity to show their feelings to-
ward Harrison by voting the Demo-
cratic ticket.
It begins to look as if the public ca-
reer of Samuel J. Randall is nearly
ended. Toward the close of the Fif-
tieth congress lie was taken very ill,
and was confined to his room for
many months. Subsequently his
health improved somewhat, but now
his condition has taken such a turn
for the worse that it is highly proba-
ble he will never recover. In spite of
his heresy on all questions affecting
the tariff or the internal revenue aye-
tem, the southern people will not for-
get how manfully he stood up for
them and how fiercely he opposed
vicious and iniquitous legislation di-
rected against their rights. In those
dark days and trying times of re-con-
struction he proved himself to be a
true friend of the South.
OwEestroittes new directory has
just been completed, and shows that
the city is growing rapidly. It con-
tains the names of 4,952 resident
adults, not 'counting firm names or
corporations. Counting three inhab-
Hans to each name, which the com-
piler states is less than the number
usually estimated, gives Owensboro
a populatian of 14,856. In point of
enterprise, push and progressiveness
Oweneboro discounts moat cities of
twenty thousand inhabitants. There
are no flies on the business men of old
"Yellow Bunke."
lien. J. R. Chalmers has withdruwn
from tire Governor's race in Mississ-
ippi upon the flimsy pretext that
the white people would not let him
speak in the court-houses and public
halls of various towns. It is more
than probable that lie never enter-
tained tile idea of running the race to
a finish, but merely makes this state-
ment iu order te work up Northern
sympathy, and pave the way to a fat
federal office under the Harrison, ad-
ininietraeon.
The members of the committee on
the West Virginia Governor's contest
have completed their work, aud will
transmit the result of their labor to
the Acting Governor in a few days.
There will be majority and minority
reports, the first giving Fleming,
Democrat, a plurality of 215 votes,
and the latter giving a plurality of
100 to Goff, Republican. The matter
will have to he settled by the legisla-
ture of that State.
Senator Morgan, of Alabama, who
has beeu mentioned as the author of
the new book on the race question,
entitled "An Appeal to Pharaoh,"
denies the allegation and says he
does net know the name of the author.
IF the newspapermen of Kentucky
had the selection of a public printer
and bluer they would elect Polk
Johnson by acclamation.
The Owensboro fair is in full blast
and is drawing immense crowde. It
is far anti away ahead of any fair in
Kentucky.
Invested a Dollar and Realized a
Million.
Brown and his friend Perkins were
talking about investments.
"Once I in ceded $1000 in real es-
tate," said Perkins, "and doebled it
in less than six mouths. That was
the best investment I ever made.
Pretty good, wasn't it?"
"I've done better than that," said
Brown. "Two years age I was told
by all my friends that I was going
into consumption, and I thought they
were right about it. I had a dry,
hacking cough, no appetite, my sleep
eame by tits and starts, and seemed
to do me no good, and often there
was a dull, heavy pain in my chem.
I kept growing weaker and weaker,
and at last night-sweats 'set in. 1
thought it was all up M ith me then.
I had consulted two doctors and
takeu quarts of their reetlicitie, and
received no benefit from R. One day
happened to read something about
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery, and I made up may mind to
give it a trial, but I didn't expect it
would help noun. I invested a dollar
in a bottle of it, anti it helped me
from the first dose. It helped and it
(erred me, and when I compare my
present good health with the misers-
lee health of two years ago I think
aro safe in saying that my invest-
ment was a much better one than
yours. You can't reckon health by
any measure of dollars and cents; if
you could I rhould say that I had re-
alized at least a million from my
CAM investment." The "Golden
Medical Discovery" is guaranteed to
benefit or cure in all diseases for
which it is recommended or money
paid for it will be refunded.
Henderson Gleaner: Hon. Jam. A.
McKenzie, candidate for United
States senate, is in the city, the guest
of Hon. H. C. Dixon,and was one of
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Lucas County, S. IS. I The chautauqua Lecture Course
Frank J. Chesney makes oath that for the, season pro
misee te be ex-
lie is mite senior partner of the firm of tamely Interesting.
Cheney & Co., 
 It will consist
F. J. doing "eine" of lectures from W. H. Melburu,
in the city of Toledo, county and Bishop N'Incent, a musical entertain-
State aforesaid, and that said firm I went, the "Harvard quartet" and C.
will pay the stun of ONE HUNDRED E. Bolton In his superbly illustrated
DOLLA RS for each and every case Realistic Travels In ',Europe. The
of (TATA HRH' that cannot be cured by
the use of HA 1.1,'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me anti subscribed
In my presence, this day of De-
cember, A. D. 'mi.
A. W. GLNEotAaterr;iel,
AL Pubic.el—E 
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally and sets directly on the blood
anti mucus surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free. F. J.
CHEN Y & CO., Toledo, 0.
gi'Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Willie Major, an inmate of the
county poorhouse, had his arm ampu-
tated Tuesday by the county physi-
cian. The uheriber was severely
mashed some time ago, the bones be-
ing fractured in sticii a manner as to
reader amputation necessary. The
operation was thoroughly successful.
_ nee
NOTE.—Be suspicious of persons
who recommend any other article as
"just as good," and take nothing else
but Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
A party paid ten dollars for a horse
at an auction sale. The horse was
lame end bruised all over. A bottle
of Salvation Oil costing 25 cents was
used; he is now valued at two hun-
dred dollars.
Mr. John H. Wood, formerly of
Trenton and well known in this city,
was married Wednesday at Denver,
Colorado, to Mies Enueta Russell, of
that city. Mr. Wood has many rel-
atives and friends in Hopkineville
who rend congratulations and good
wishes to his western home.
Skins on Fire
Agee:Wag, itching, burning and
bleeding Eczema in its worst stages.
A raw sore from head to feet. Hair
gon•. Doctor. and hospitals fail.
Tried everything. Cared by the
Caticu.ra Remedies for $6.
Cured By Cuticura.
ain cured of a loathsome disease, eczema,
in its worst stage. I tried different doctors
and been through the hospital, but ath to no
purpose The diseare eovered my whole
body from the lop of my head to the solos of
my ft-it. My hair all came out, Realms no. •
complete ra vr sore. After trying everything
I heard of your Cl-met- MA HUM IVIES, and
after using three bottle.' of Crvieria• Its-
stiLv cer. with Curtetha and CPTICUlta
SOAP, I find myself cured at the cost of
about $1. I would.not be without the C t!Ttn
t RA REM KW gn In my house, sal find them
u eful In many cases, and I thlok they are
the only skin and blood ramileiness.
ISAAC H. IrEitS1 AN, Wurt.boro, N.Y.
Burning and Itching.
was sick in the fall of 1/04is with a burning
and Itching so had that In three weeks 1 Was
covered with to moth, and cou'd not sleep
nights or work days. Some doctors' thought
It might be salt rheum feesensai, and said
they ii ,t1 never meet/ anything like it before
I received no help from any oilhem, or frets%
any medicine Wail could _gel hold of until I
trled your CUTICURA Kin Ching. After
tune weeks' use I was able to work, and kept
getting better, until I ain inive entirely cured.
I reccommend them to all suffering with
skin disease. '
Most Intense Itching.
I have used the Cull( USA Raman! as suc-
cessfully for my baby, who was afflicted with
resema. and had such interne Itching that he
got no rest day or night. The itching is gone
..nd my hairy is mord, and Is now a healthy,
rosy cheeked boy.
MARY K ELLERMANN, Beloit, Kan
Cuticura Resolvent.
The new Blood Purifier and purest and
beet or Humor cures, intcmually.and Curter -
11•, the great Skit, Cu re.and C VTle siA Soap
an exquIslt• Skin Beautifier, ex.erna.ly, in-
stant!) relleve and speedily and permanently
cure the moat agonising, Itching, burning,
bleeding, scaly, erust-d and pimply diseases
and humors of the skin. meal p and bl.wd, with
lieu of hair, from pimples to scrofula.
Sold everywhere. Prior, CUTICUltA, SIR
So A e, itgitul.VglIT, $1. Prepared by the
P0-ITEM DRUG AND ColltrOltA
T lOn. lionton
send for "How to Cure Skin Diseases," 84




and pains. back relic, weak ki 1-
rh 'unionism, and chest pains
relieved In pap tauto by the
Iptjcara Asti-Pala Plaster.
Rb cents.
ASTHMAanyone afflicted a. Terr BRO., Rochester, N
A BUSINESS EDUCATION AT4eir HOME. NFor LiLrcru3trakiddreg.
HINDERCORNS.
The only sure cure for torus. Slops all
pain. Ensures comfort to the feet Bic. at
Drugrets. H !scot &Co.
CONSUMPTIVE.
toughs.hate you   rBkroz.sehP
• t iw ured the worst caws and le the best
medy for all ills arising from defective nu-
Illorix Take in time. We. and $1.ile.
WANTED
At Once -Everywhere.
A reprewiltive Profftible Basineu3113n or WOttlan.
Lii.mral Pay. 4.11,,,iarglici
fermi until December 25th. (live r.•ferences
It. II. Woodware A Co., Baltimore, lid
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Clerr..es sad beau/Alves the !Air.
Promo:Ts a luxuri.int rrowt h.
Wrier Fa is to Restor• 0
Millet, its Y^ellitil Cater.
ePreeem (wit hair tantss




"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operation of digeetion
oust nutrition, and by a careful application
of the line properties of well-nelected Come,
Mr. Epps him provided our breakfast tables
with ts delicately flavored beverage which
may- suit' us many heavy doctor bills. It is
by the Judicious use of such articles of diet
that it constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency
to disease, Hundreds of subtile Maladies
are floating around us ready to &fleet wher-
ever there his weak pilot. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well
fort 1.:,-d wth pore blood and a properly
nourished ifraine.—Civil Servire Gazette,
Mnde simply with boiling trillk ,,r water.
sold °idyll% ah If pound cans, by Grocers,
labelled thus:
James Epps & Ces., Howes/pal tile Chem-
ists, I APIILIO11,
MASON it HAMLIN.
Organ and Piano Co.
linsTON, NEW' l'ultK,
Contains • five octave, Nine
111MEWODEL 
! Stop Action, furnish eel in a
strIge idtadmd aiekhw&nal"nu.tn.'ePeraiese Wolf
0 ROA N, eHas,iree mayliset se) i:,) all ;7 he2n mtprr ql-utr
STYLE. 1j °tents'', nforbeente nluartproeng hepe, riwyoi of
Statilrea lperw,n luring
Th Mason& II • in I I I.
MASON I,.pa*t ternited" gheyrM"areinsnye&nt'dHamalnidix
beci,is used in the Mason
Hamlin plume exclusively.
HAMLIN I ltettian.ritiapbble norenfl.e.i mceantpocoi!
toils
PIANOS. I ir to stand in tune character-: lee these Instruments.
ru LARFITYLER 0110A Ns AT $Y2,
000, 1714, Ma, ANDCP.
Organs and Pianos sold for Cash,
Easy Payments, and Rented. Cat-
alogues free.
THE GLORY OF MAN
STRENGTH VITALITY!





THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
A Scieindle and Standard Popular Medical Treatise
on the Errors of Yontli,Prematarelrecline,:serv.a.
wid Physical Debility, Impurities ef Me libel.
EXHAUSTED VITALITY
• UNTOLD MISERIES
Resetting from Polly, vice, Ignorsace, Excises, or
overtaxation, itiiersating and antIttaig the victim
tor 1%,k, Ibminees, the Ilarred or see lid Itelailen.
Avoid unskillful pretenders. Possess this serest
wet. It containable pages, ece al ben. hearufel
tomitstg, mellowed, fell gilt. Pth's only fl.er% by
rent, postpaid, coucesied In plain wrapper. IlIns-
Iran,' Prost...se Free, if ea twee sow. e.t.a
doelnenishod Itl. II Palter, 21. D.,
tetrad tlie 1101-D AND JEWELLED MEDAL
frees tk• Natimal Medical Awoorlatios for
this p..1.1,ty ow NEUVOIM and
of ...resent Pl.„.1. labs lofty he mmselted, confi-
dentially. by will or in person, at the office c.f
TIIE PEABODY MEDICAL INNTITUTE,
Nell 4 Ilaidneb St.. Heiser. Mesas., to whom all
orders fur books or limns tut sib its Wald Do
alrested ss saws.
committee le also in correspondence
with Dane Dougherty and hope to
add his name to the above list. Sea-
son tickets will be put on sale two
weeks before the first lecture.
A young luau named Farrell Witt
&nested on thin streets in a drunken
condition and fined $5 and cost be-





The Chief Beason foe the marvellous 1-
S... el Plawir• Sarsaparilla Is found le the tees
that this soodirtst• artisan) se-osotishes all
tnet Is claimed ter It. Its real merit Sal ....
Merit Wins 
for hood's Sareapatilla
a popularity arid sale
greater them that Of say ether bleed partner.
It sates Ikref•la. all !tumors. Dyspepsia, eta
Prepared Galt by I 1. need a Ca, Lowell. Maw
ChildFOR ren Cry
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer





Assets in the United States 4,
444,774
The Royal Insurance Company has the largest fire
surplus of any company in the world.
Reliable agents at all desirable points throughout the
South.
BARBEE & CASTLEMAN, Managers.
General Office 504 Main Street, Louisville, ky,
WALTER F. GARNETT, Resident Agent, Hopkinsville, Ky.
•ug 13,,deod&wtim
STILL MY COME.
We are daily receiving the largest,best selected and best bought stock o
f goods ever
brought to this city. Our facilities for buying are better than any 
house in town, and
we assure you that we make use of these facilities, and our patron
s testify that
hey Get full Benefit
of our good buying. However, we do not buy any old stocks 
that has been handled for
years to impose on our ft lends, but buy new goods direct from th
e factories. Every pat-
ron gets full value for every dollar he spends with us, and gets them
 as cheap or cheaper
than any house in Hopkinsville can sell goods of the same kind tha
t have not been worn
by age. Below we give you a few of the prices we start thig s
eason:
Childs jacket and coat, winter weight
Boys' and cassionette youths' suits




Our Warranted $3 00 shoe for
Our Gaiter, Lace and button $2 00 shoes for
- $ 1 00.
300.
- $4 00 to 700.
- 2 00 to 25 56.
2 00 to 7 50.
3 00 to 25 00.
- 250.
- 1 50.
Many other things that we would like to price you, but our spac
e will not allow it.
Come to bee us and get our prices and our bargains.
Pye, Dicken & Wall's,





Next Door to Front Entrance of
Court House,
116pkinsville - Ky,
t.1TY PlitIPEJETT F.OR SALE.
Cheap lots near it, It wafer tank.
This te. louse property tau 7th street near
Pri ueetos W Ill ION II1Pa !bele or in
Iota
Two cottnalle and lots on Addy •141.1141.
Very cheap.
The .1. W. D1111114t111 lot on Tdrig Wrest.
will be divided into 1 or more
1
One of the Saest reeldettetle Is
lot, house of eight rooms, all
24, 15
fruit and shade trees, on west Ate al
street Terms may and prig:* low.
One of the most desirable residences On east
l'th rarest, large IOt,I alleys S nom house.
ont-bni dingle, etc. Price 15,730.
One of lir largest and bald appointed rail-
denoes as South Main street. 'frith &boot Pi
acre lot. ate bargain.
servert room bones and all out hoildilage.
cistern mad large lot, all In splendid seplier
worth CAW We offer for woo. mum:010n
North Main street.
POW room house and lot,203:11D feet_on South
Ilegisdasdreet at • bargain.
Dwei_usig. Store house and lot. eon-nor Sod
sod Loam shisets—st a bargain.
The Ise N. Lewis lot on Ninth street,
1012113 feet. OM%4ivhded ao as to maltadazod
badness lois.
Lot aft SITIO* street adjoining New ILes
ashes very Asap.
Four room bones mad outbuildings IVY
new, with one of thcsfi Lest lots°s south sin
street. A bargain.
Three very desirable residence lots on south
Main stemtosee cof which is wail Improved
or will nallas• whole, with abut SA Pet
beat.
Aare lot with improvemeale u sesith indt
Prhassams street very cheap.
FARM PROPERTY
A cheap 5o acre farm, well immoved, near
Pembroke.
17/Si acre farm, fine moll and good Improve-
ments, near Church Jlhhl,onsflirnmd..
Fine IOD acre farm near Bellevirw,
bottom land, good timber, and splendid lin-
pro:memento
261 acre farm, with bnek dwelling and other
good improvements betwera (lax Mill road
and Canton pike. only I milasfrem sity.
110 acres land each side Cm 11111 road. Dear
city limits
••••••
The old Pryor Fears hula of 2111 awes 1
miles north-east of eity. Inrproved stud well
watered, a/ a bargala.
W acre farm, well Improved, X of a mils
north of Pembroke.
IC acre farm, finely latpro,ed. with splint•
did custom WILMA miles treat Pembroke,
will sell at a bargain.
Fine farm 01140 scree, adjoining cerulean
Springs tract and extending to depot. Farm
well improved, with 180 acre, under good
fence, with plenty of good timber sod water
4 room house, two tenemenelklistrill. stable
and orehard, Good for whea, tobacco or
stock farm and at • bargain.
280 acre farm at Friendshie, Cald-
well county, with 10 room house and
all other necessary Improvements.
IN acre farm near Oarrsttaburg. Land
Is:ft-class and farm well improved. Every-
thing In good order. Price. IMAGO, one-third
mak, balance 1 and 2 years at 6 per cent
1100 acre farm on Tobacco road. between
Pembroke and Barker'. Mill, well improved
and well vetoed Will divide into two
farms, MS and 100 acres, giving dwellthip on
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 acres with dwelling, barn, stables. wa-
ter and orchard, 10 miles mat from Meg, sad
three miles from Ferguson'. Store for MB.
The finest little farm, LW acres, well im-
proved, on I. A. ST. Kaliroed, between Oak
(leave and Douglass Station, ID ChriatiLan
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling ofli rams, tobacroo
barn, and soil equal to any I. the 00.
110 ;sere firm known sysn tpernReithsts
ger place. 
IM-prTvedis farmsti '  th 
P One embroke
alftlf
land very line. • bargain tietresit.°1 I. this
Properly •
FOR BENT.--Cottage on Jesup
Ave. $8 per month.
The D. T. 11111• 44111 feign. use of the
'nest In Ilona Christina. Was ;war, neces-
sary substantial improve/meat including or-
chard. One mile from Elmo and only three




At a macethos of the Boast of Councilmen
of the clLy of
adjournment, pt. h, , t PlEaritng
ordinance was presented and adopted.
Be it ordained by the Board of Councilmen
of the city of Hopkinsville that the owner, of
lots abutting on the north side of West Sev-
enth street from Use soashwcateernar a the
lot of Jas. E. Jessup. on 'MO Me now raids*
to Jesup Avenge, and the 9111Prrs of 10/11
on the neat side of J esep veerse frogn Sev-
enth street to second street, to sad they are
hesieby required, at timOr o expense tO
furnish material sad Make an down
brie* sidewalks, nu geed Isausda-
lion on the East side of said Jesup A 
and North aide of saki tlevesith street, in
front of their respect ye iota. The sidewalks
to extend from the stone curbing, now set,
to the edge of their respective iota
Said work to be domes required by gener-
al sidewalk ordinance of this Board. adopted
Jane I. 1414: and Lob, done under the super-
vision of City Superintendet of ittriet Works
and to be completed within thirty days from
the time of receiving notice of the adoption
of this ordinance.
For the adoption of the foregoing ordinance
Councilmen Hill, Campbell, Brown, Dabney,
Radford, citIll'and and Forbes voted yes.




Look out next week
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list a number of sub-
scribers whose time ac-
cording to our books,
has expired. This is a
rule strictly adhered
to. Please look on the
margin of your paper
and see when your
tune is out and come
up and renew at $1 per
yehtr with ticket in
drawing. Persons see-
ing this notice who do
not now get the paper
regularly, will please
look up their receipts
or on the margin of
their last paper and
6ee when their sub-
seripihNti expired.
Venn, oisto *ottstg.
Will Forgy, of St. Elmo, was in
the city to-day.
Mr. Richard G. Pryor,
nati, is in the city.
MtetEr,„F. Farrell, of Crofton, was
in t Wei* Viseeday.
Mr. Is.D. Potter, of Bow ling reen,
was in town Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Moody, of Fairv
iew,
wt re in the city yesterday.
Mr.:- W. E. Embry, of lier
ndou,
wee 19 the city Wedueselay.
Mr. Sam Grover, of Longview, 
was
ie the city yesterday nesruiug.
31ree. H. Waldeu, of South Chris-
tine, was iu the city yesterday.
Lawrence, of Louisville, is
In ths city on business Wednesday
.
Mr-Chaes. Redford, of the Pm-
was in town Wetines-
of ('iuein-
day.
Mi. Mary Barbour, of this city,
left Saturday for a visit to relatives
in Cad*
Art Marten Davie, a prominent
(Armee efjlitenycomiery county, Tenn.,
was lis tome Wednesday.
Visa Pisani* Goodwlu, of Otter
Pend, Caldwell Co., is visiting the
family of Mr. W. A. P. Pool.
Rev. W. L. !Course, and Kid. J. B.
Meltiosies lift for the session of Syn-
cing kissadorson, Wednesday.
lama *arrow and Tom Kascou
wt. $2.50 each before Judirs
jresterday for lighting.
)fles *We Bork, formerly of this
cltyt baii!Verwered to Trigg county
and will snake her home with her
seat, Kra Sallie Wharton.
Oweasbovo Messenger: Misses Lil-
lie and Kate Wooldridge, of Hopkins-
villa, arrived Wednesday to visit Mr.
and *re. W. H. Moore.,
1 • ,'I.Iae MOO.
My two Ones, .d .i9 serge *itch,
ne_sr Church Hill, also the Bronaugh
place, two miles north of Mein. Ap-
ply or 'Title to me at Hopkinsville.
dltwlt Mis. M. I). 81.
Badirtaser Arnica liaise.
Tile Bore SALVE in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, tisk
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains Corns, sad all
Skin Ellrepelons; awl positively cures
Piles, or Ito pa, required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion, money refunded. Price 25 cents
per uox. ,f,:gr sale by H. 413. Garuer.
Amends Notes.
Atertuoir, KY., Oct. 10.-Your cor-
respondent had the pleasure of at-
tending a social party on the 5th inst.
at the residence of Mr. T. J. Davis,
near Crofton. The ladies' present
were: Misses Mary Long, Effie Boyd,
Mat Adams, Selena Long, Alice
Davis, Anna Boyd, Mat Davis, Lulie
Aisseatiaaght, Sli:dred Croft, Lulie
Griffin, Jeahle, Nell& and Sadie
Lanier. The yeting men were L. W.
Boyd, M. Et Davis, J. M. Croft, Bud
Ausenbilugii, Anderson Boyd, John
Martin, Walter Yanoey, John Boyd,
Richare Yancey, Ben McCreary,
Lewis Barnett. several hours were
spent very pleasantly; the guests left
about 10 o'clock, thanking Mr. and
Mrs. Davis for their charming hospi-
tality.
Messrs. Itielisird and Valter Yon-
eey speid $gegirday sad Sunday with
refatisses in the neighborhood of
Crofton.
Rev. H. F. Perry has begun &series
of meetings at this place. I hop
much good will be accomplished.
Davis -Wilkins imps be dug from
his mead potato "patch" a potato
that measured three feet in length.
Now Mr. Editor if you want any
proof call on Mr. Wilkins.
Dennis, a little son of Mr. J. F.
Meacham, died yesterday. He was
a bright little fellow and the bereaved
family ha, ,the sympathy of many
friends. . •
It is currently reported that J. D.
Stuart will be a candidate for jailer.
You may look for a wedding from
this neighborhood shortly.
L. R. Y.
A Hale Ole Man.
A HALE OLD NAN, Mr. Jae. Wilson
of Aliens Springs, Ill., who is over
sixty years of age, says: "I have in
my time tried a great many medi-
cines, some of excellent quality; but
never before did I find any that
would so completely do all that is
claimed for It so Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera agd Diarrhoea Remedy. It
is truly a wonderful medicine "
For sale by /id. B. Garner.
All Honor to the L. & N.
There is some consolation in know-
ing that the wealth acquired by the
most unjust meanals sometimes ap-
propriated to the most 'heritable
ends,. ¶pieuSiboro Messenger
says: s.
"Air 1111Arritirrnift restsnee to the oft
repeated and generally accepted dec-
lamation that corporations are roul-
less was developed at the recent
meeting of the directors of the Louis-
atand Nashville railr
oad. It was
ference to the widow of the late
I
. F. Lemon, the passenger conductor
who wait killed by Wm. Brame,
while in discharge of his duty. When
this mattor was brought up It was or-
dered that she be given suitable em-
ployment In one of the offices of the
company with pay equal to the salary
of her late hubband, and for imme-
diate personal needs $2.50 was voted
her. President N'orton added to this
his personal check for $100, and other
members of the directory swelled the
fund to LS00. This purse was sent to
Mrs. Lemon with the tenderest sym-
pathies and condolences of the board
and accepted by her in the light in
which it was donated. The best part
of this incident was the secrecy con-
cerning it maintained by the direc-
tors. It didn't leak out until several
days after the meeting."
Aar 
T E NEW ERA.
-POILISIRED iv-
Ems Printing sad Mashing Co.
el A IfIA/L
isucttSocustItoe. Twenty-five Jersey and Grade Jer-
sey milk cows and heifers for sale.
d eochtw tf. W. F. PATTON.
The young ladies of the 9th. St.
Yenee on Monday, Nev. 4th. Presbyterian
 church will give an
oyster supper Friday night Oct. 1Sth. 
Trotting and Hurdle Hari s.
The Metcalfe Manufacturing Coin- d_e_o_d _tf.
• ste'e'l LI lb. roolose•'
 a "ut•ki"7.11e 
i. patty has been awarded the contract !
emote' clam matter.
Friday, October 11, 180.
THE DRIVING PAW
As Attractive Progrenom olA large docke
t is accumulating for
the common pleas court which con-
for supplying the iron work to the
new Cadiz Bank.
Mr. Frank L. Hancock, Pension
Attorney, is now located in this city,
and has something of interest to say
To Subscribers, to those seeking pensions, elsewhereIn to-day's NEW ERA.
Recently we have The toes sustained by Mr. V.T.
dropped from our Stowe in the burning 
of his barn,'
week.y subscripcim cro
p and farming implements last
week will not be less than $1,5O.
Foe Ssi.e.-25 fat young hogs.
Also three head of -Cattle. 'Apply to
B. A. Wilitloek, Bell, Ky.
wit.
Will Reed, a prominent young cit-
izen of Belleview, on Thursday
led to the bridal altar Miss Har-
graves, a beautiful and accomplished
young lady of Gallatin.
WANTED- 4 or 5 boarders. Ap-
ply is Mrs. W. T. Vaughan, Camp-
bell St., near depot.
oct. 5, d & w I wk.
The first fair which has been held
in Henderson county for several
years closed Saturday evening. The
meeting was very successful from
every point of view.
The company employed to con-
struct the iron bridge over Trade-
water river at NfeKnight's Mill has
forfeited its contract with the county
and made itself liable to be sued for
damages.
Dr. James B. Pitts, son of the late
Rev. Fountain E. Pitts, died Sep-
tember 13th at Santaren, Brazil,
where he had been during the past
live years seeking health. He was a
brother of Mrs. H. S. Reese, of this
city.
Clarksville Progress: E. M. Flack
has purchased the Boillin property
on the east side of the public square,
paying $2,500 for it. Mr. Flack has
not determined what use he will
make of it. This is a very valuable
piece of property and one of the
cheapest in the city.
If the young men of Hopkinsville
propose to do anything for the en-
tertainment of the visiting ladies and
gentlemen during the races it is cer-
tainly time they were making ar-
rangements. Surely they will net
allow the week to pass without a hall
or german!
The large re-handling house of J.
Y. Gray et Bro., situated near Fair-
view, was burned Tuesday with from
150 to SDO hogsheads of tobacco which
was being handled. Fortunately the
loss Is covered by insurance and the
enterprising firm will lose but little
by the tire.
Miss Anna Matik Mordiste, of
Evansville, wishes to inform the
ladles that she has returned front at-
tentilug the fall openings In Now
York City. Her cutting and fitting
department will be in charge of a la-
dy who occupied same position in one
of the largest draw making establish-
ments in New York.
The NEW ERA announees this
evening, Mr. Geo. W. Long a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
jailer, an office which he has faith-
fully and satisfactorily filled during
the past term. Mr. Long has made
a record of which he and his party
;nay well feel proud and in the event
of his re-election will serve the people
as he has done In the past.
Clarkeville, Princeton, Owensboro
and Paducah will hold their annual
fairs this week and the Christian
County Driving Park Association
will have a representative at each
place to look to the interests of the
fall meeting. With all these places
to draw front there is no reason why
a large amount of stock cannot be
brought here to compete for the
purses which are much more. liberal
than those offered by any association
in southern Kentucky.
Mr. James D. Stewart announces
himself a candidate for jailer subject
to the action of the Democracy of
Christian county. Mr. Stewart is one
of the most substantial farmers of the
Antioch neighborhood and has been
a life-long Democrat laboring earnest-
ly for ite success in Christian county.
If the party honors him with the
nomination he will make a vigorous
and aggressive fight. If elected he
will serve the people faithfully.
A very interesting communication
from our Fairview correspondent
reaches us too late to utilize all the
matter. There are several items
however too good to be loot. He
says: We have a novelty in the way
of fruit, while / am writing, I look
out in the front yard and see an apple
tree that bore a crop of fruit this
year, and bloomed again in July, and
has been blooming ever since, now
has apples half grown, and blooming
still.
The announcement of Mr. Samuel
G. Buckner as a candidate for the
office of county court clerk appears
in this issue of the NEW ERA. Mr.
Buckner has been chairman of the
Democratic county committee, the
duties of which position he faithfully
discharged, and has been so long
identified with the business interests
of this county, and is so well and
favorably known to the people of
Christian, thst he needs no com-
mendatory meation at our hands.
Should the Democrats see fit to nom-
inate him, no man in the party would
make a stronger race or give. greater
strength to the county ticket.
The NEW ERA has carefully
avoided giving circulation to the
wanton rumors which idle tongues
have sent forth regarding the prev-
alence of diphtheria in this city.
heretofore we have not deemed it
necessary to deny the unfounded
misrepresentations which have filled
the columns of several neighboring
exchanges, believing that the very
absurdity of the publications was a
sufficient denial But it seems that
many worthy, but too credulous peo-
ple in adjoining counties have been
deceived by thee(' articles which to
be charitable, we will ascribe to igno-
rance and not malice. As spoon as it
Was ascertained beyond doubt that
there had been several cases of the
disease in Hopkinsville, the New
ERA, desiring to give its readers the
whole truth, interviewed every phy-
sician who could be found as to the
claimer to be apprehended. They
agreed uuanimously that there was
no occasion for alarm and subsequent
developments have justified the posi-
tion taken by the medical fraternity.
The effect of wordeorpallelr in casual
conversation without due delibera-
tion is Illustrated in this rumor which
has gained credence and circulation
through repetition. Mr. A. comes
down to businem in the morning and
remarks to Mr. B. that his child was
sick last night and be was very much
uneasy lest it has contracted diphthe-
ria. B. tells his wife who writes to
a friend in a neighboring county that
A's child has the dread disease. And
so the rumor flies, gathering details
as it goes.
While the NEW Elie does not deny
that there have been several eases of
diphtheria in Hopkinsville it asserts
that sensationalists and thoughtless
veleps have magnified it to an ere-
demie. If the Todd County Progress
is as anxious to serve us as It is to
in are us it - thla.
Don't buy a cart until you examine I
the Hoekinsville Road Cart, built by
the Blumensteil Carriage Co., sold at,
$18 00.
The Blumenstiel Carriage Co., have
several good second-hand buggies,
which they will sell a. extra bargains
for cash. d4tw4t.
There will be no preaching at the
9th. St. Presbytelean church next
Sabbatlethe pastor being absent being
In attendance upon the session of the
Synod at Henderson.
The law firm of Porgy & Bell has
been dissolved by mutual conseut,and
Mr. Bell has associated himself with
Mr. Hunter Wood. Mr. Porgy will
continue to occupy the offices of the
late firm until Jan. lot.
Prof. J. W. Rust will leave to-mor-
row morning for Dawson, where he
will spend several weeks. It is hoped
by his many friendsand patrons that
his impaired health will be thorough-
ly restored.
Jones dr Co., have something of in-
terest in this issue. They are deter-
mined to keep the readers of the NEW
ERA posted as to where real bargains
can be had. Their stock is larger
this season than usual and they are
offering some great bargains.
Mr. E. I'. Lovejoy, & large dealer
in general merchandise at Wabuska,
Nevada, says; "I have tried St. Pat-
rick's Pills and can truthfully say
they are the best I have ever taken
or known used." For sale by H. B.
Garner.
Pink Humphrey, colored, is being
tried before 'Squire Tinsley to-day
on a warrant sw nes out by John
White charging him with rape,
White's sister being the alleged vic-
tim. The evidence on both sides is
very exhaustive and the case will not
be concluded before five o'clock this
afternoon.
Mr. Wilbur F. Wilson and Miss
Ada Noel, accompanied by Mr. 11.
\V. Tibbs and Miss Maggie Wilsou
left Wednesday the early train
for Nashville, where Mr. Wilson and
Miss Noel were united in marriage.
They returned that evening and
took rooms with the groom's father
on Campbell street. The NEW ERA
is joined by many friends in wishing
them a happy life.
If. 'I'. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: " 'Owens Pink
Mixture' saved my baby's life while
suffering from diarrhcea and summer
complaint.
Manager Rodgers has very proper-
ly cancelled the engagemeut of the
Gypsie Lester conipany. The sou-
brette Is good enough but since the
contract was signed the company has
made many (lioness for the worse
until it is now simply an aggregation
of barn otormers. They were to come
with a band and orchestra,but recent-
ly discharged both. It is hoped that
fair week will be given to a company
worthy of the occasion.
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pink Mixture' wil-
regulate the bowels better than anyl
thing he ever used. For teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggists.
There is a boom in thejall business.
Mr. Long had 16 boarders before Cir-
cuit Court convened, but that most
august tribunal transferred the bur-
of support of eleven from the county
to the State. The rooms are being
rapidly refilled however and fifteen
now receive their daily bread from
the county. It might not be out of
place to say in this connection that
the work house Is rapidly nearing
completion.
Don't hawk, hawk, blow, spit and
disgust everybody with your offensive
breath, but use Dr. wage's Catarrh
Remedy and end it. 50 cents, by
druggists.
Mr. William Cowan's announce-
ment as a candidate for clerk of the
county court will be found in to-day's
issue of this paper. Mr. Cowan is a
thorough Democrat, and has done
much good work for the party. He
is eminently qualified to discharge
the duties of the office he seeks, and
is widely known and very popular
througLout the county. If he secures
the nomination, he will be a foeman
worthy of the steel of any man the
Republicans may select to tilt against
him. He would be 88 strong a man
as the Democrats could run.
Parents should be careful that their
children do not contract colds du-
ring the fall or early winter months.
Such colds weakens the lungs and
air passages, making the child much
more likely to contract other colds
during the winter. It is this :succes-
sion of colds that causes catarrh and
bronchitis or paves the way for con-
sumption. Should a cold be con-
tracted, loose no time but cure it as
quickly as possible, A fifty cent bot-
tle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
will cure any cold in few days and
leave the respiratory organs strong
and healthy. For sale by H. B.
Garner.
•
Important to seven out of every ten
people-The moment constipation be-
gins, that moment the blood begins
to be impure and poor, and the sys-
tem to demand the use of Laxador.
If you want to have your baby heal-
thy and beautiful, four things are
necessary: Fresh air, good food,
bright sunshine and Dr. Bull's Baby
Syrup.
Owensboro Messenger: Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Moore Tuesday evening
entertained a number of friends in
honor of their guests, the Misses
Wooldridge of Hopkinsville. Mr.
and Mrs. Moore are charming en-
tertainers and made the evening
most delightful to all who enjoyed
their hospitality. The Misses Wool-
dridge are moet attractive young
ladies and are especially popular in
Owensboro.
Wheat Sale at Julian.
The 4th annual sale of wheat will
be held by the farmers of the New-
stead neighborhood at Julian, Ky.,
on October 22nd. The grain dealers
are cordially invited to attend, and
all farmers are especially invited to
sell their wheat with them. The sale
will commence at 1 o'clock, p.
sharp. Oct.9-w-2-t.
Mr. J. II. Allen, one of the leading
farmers, of the Fairview vicinity,
brought to the NEw ERA sanctum
yesterday a potato of the Brazil-
ian Yam variety which weighed 534
pounds and measured exactly AP,
inches in length.
-Nesse."
The word "news" is derived from
the initial letters of the four points of
the compass-North, Feud, West and
South. To all points of the compass
let the good news go that for derang-
ed liver, nervous headache, costive-
ness, impure blood, nausea, and many
other disturbances of the syetern that
make men nieurn, there is a remedy.
Thousamds testify that Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Purgative Pellets cure theme
troubles. Small but potent; one a
dose.
Many Fast klyers, Big Crowd., Fine
Music and a Good Time Expected.
Unless nature interferes the fall
meeting of the Christian County
Driving Park Association will be the
most successful yet held. At present
"evelytiting points to a large attend-
ance and extraordinary attractions.
The directory has made every exer-
tion to secure inducements and that
it has been successful is seen from
the handsome catalogues., recently
issued. The secretary is constantly
in receipt of letters front stockmen
notifying him to reserve stable room,
and the indications are that there
will not be stables enough for the
stock. Representatives of the asso-
ciation have been to the neighbor-
ing meetings with a view to securing
the best stock, and report unprece-
dented success. Aside from the
races on the afternoon of eech day
the ring shows in the forenoon will
be important and interesting fea-
tures of the meeting. The track is
Inc finest half-mile - track in the
south and the grounds are arranged
for the comfort and accommodation
of all who attend. The liberal spirit
of the Christian County Association
is seen from the following program
of the afternoon attractions:
FIRST DAY.
ARC H • NT'A MTAK AIL
For 2-year old trotters. 4.5 entrance to ac-
company nomination. 4.3 additional to he
paid June 1 'it ii, Ise!. $10 additional to start.
riklb add, $50 On. Will twr to meet we 
RI per
cent.; second 25 per !tent.; third, 15 rer cent.
Mile heats, 2 in 3. to harama. Closed with 10
nom Mat ions.
NOVALTV BUNN Intti 511.5.
.423 for winner of each quarter $100 00
2:45 TROT.
For hor.es not having beaten 2:4.5 prior to
October 1, laral.
1st money 1;31 00
2nd motiey • 50 01 $200.00
4
3rd money SO te
NiECOND DAY.
Ct.ki4Ka' 51.55.55.
For 3-year-old Trotters. Sante condition
its govern Merchant,' Stakes, Mlle heats in
harness, 3 lu 5. Closed with six /114111iIllitiOnli.
HI . RAI'S.
. one toile Jamb over wiz. nights! of hurdles.
1st money ..... . $75 00 I
2nd money .. 21; (I
2:111 
[SO.
Fortorsee not hat lug trotted better thou
2:121 prior ty °ember 1st, 'Aas.
1st  -ey ONO 00
2nd money 75 tat 4800
tad !mosey  45 tio
THIRD DAY.
MILE TAMIL
1st money tie n••;•••
2m1 111,4o..41 ... .... 13 001ram
1.t mosey .. .....  . .••• . • • 1115) 00?
Ind money ...... . 50 (0 ESC 00
3rd money n.! .0)
51.N:4150 1A011-44 MILE CASH.
Lit !notify . . ...... Ott 0
2nd !Jewry 15 00 1 575 tiu
PorRTH PAY.
RACIC-7,MILA D•liU
1st !hooey._ . . $75 Ol10 01
2nd 11111.ney 
upi Illott
TRIM Pet ALL TOOT. •
lit money ........... . OS
hutInone y . gloo (xi
3rd MOO,' . . 11600)
AVION11/111/ set -1114411111tICII IIANDIC• P.
A free handicap. !i tulle heats, twst two lit
three, for all ages. Entries close Orst da,i of
(sir at 1 o'clock. weights 11411410U41C4.41 Friday
night, Oet. Pith, at 7 o'cloek. Aceeptance •nd
declaration of weights $10. mou fumed by
"The Clothing and Shoe House of
Si. Fraukel's Mons The scceptatire and
added monles divided as follows: First 711
per cent.; second 20 per third $10.
NOTES.
The balloon asseueion and para-
chute dement on the asternoon of the
first day will prove a valuable feature
of the program. It will draw many
people to the grounds who otherwise
would not attend.
Schmitt's brass band, Evansville,
of fourteen pieces has been engaged
by the association to play on the
grand stand each day. This is the
band which rendered such beautiful
music during the last meeting.
Penny, "the hustler" has stretched
a wire to the park and will place an
Instrument in the secretaries stand so
that any one wishing to communicate
w1th parties in the city can utilize
the telephone for lOcts.
The following turf-men will arrive
with their stables during the latter
part of this or the first of next week.
J. A. West four runners.
A. W. Bellew, Oweusixtro, 6 head
of stock, runners and trotters.
Robt. Dixon, Henderson.
J. J. Ivyee, J. Harriman, S. J. Flem-
ing, Terre Haute, Ind. -
Newman Bros.,
R. A. Dorsey, L. W. Williams,
Chas. H. Sellers.
Many of these stables had entries
in the races of the heat fall meeting
and their stock is well known to local
levers of the turf.
Malaria
Literally meting bad air. Poisonous
germs arising front low, marshy land
or from decaying vegetable matter,
are breathed into the lungs, taken up
by the blood and unless the vital
fluid is purified by the use of a good
medicine like Hood's Sarsaparilla,
Cie unfortunate victim is soon over-
powered. Even in the more advanced
eases, where the terrible fever pre-
vails, this successful medicine nas
effected remarkable cutlet. Those
who are exposed to malarial or other
poisons should keep the blood pure
by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla.
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
Programme for the meeting of the
Tettelier's Association of Lafayette
District, to be held at Bennetuitown,
Ky., Oct. 20th 1889.
9 :30 Opening exercise*, roll call, etc.
9:40 Welcome address by Rev.
Frank Perry.
9:50 Response by Miss Lucy
Dickerson.
Music.-10:10 How to teach writ-
ing. S. L. Frogge.
11 How to teach Arithmetic Miss
Lelia Cox.
Music.-11:30 Recitation by Miss
Laura Carter.
II :45 Our schools by I. (1. Joiner.
12 Noon recess.
1:30 How to teach Geography by
Miss Ida Piekark and Miss Sallie
Bronaugh.
2 School discipline by Mien Lucy
Dickerson and J. B. Fitehugh.
Music.-2:30 How to tench spelling
by Miss Ethel Duke and P. A.
Skeahau.
Music.-8 Professional teaching,
W. H. Smith, J. B. Fitshugh, gen-
eral discussion.
We wish to call attention to the
above programme, and urge the
teachers of following districts to
attend. Nos. 29, 52, 19, 17, 71, 78, 18,
10, 55, 16, 54, 75, 79, 82, 76. We have
not yet completed our roll of teach-
ers. Nos. In 71, 54, 79, 82 and 76 we
have failed to know the teachers yet.
Bennettstown opens wide her
doors and invites all lovers of educa-
tion to come and enjoy her hospi-
tality.
If you want the next meeting in
your neighborhood, conic and ask for
it. S. L. HOWIE, PRF.S'T.
LUCY DICKERSON, MEC'Y.
A Lancing, Mich., Minister (let 115,000.
On Saturday, July 1.1.n.h the official
cards front the lenusiana, State lel-
tery company announced that ticket
No. 58,007 drew the second capital
prize of $100,0(10 in Teusday's, July
16th. drawing, the ticket being held
in twentieths, oue-twentieth sold in
Lansing, Mich. Conjectures as to
who held the lucky number ran rife.
Some were of the opinion that a
young rnau by the name of Coopers,
employed at the Iron works, held it,
others thought the entire thing a
snide, delusion and snare. By pur-
suing investigations unremittingly.
The Republican has ascertained the
owner of the ticket to the fortune of
$5.000 to be none ther than Rev.
Fred Mayer, the Gorman Evangeli-
cal minieter.-Lansing (Mich.) Re-
niblican Au. 7.
An attempt is being made to form
a barb-wire trust at Chicago.
There was a considerable frost at
Water Valley, Miss., yesterday morn-
ing.
Louisville parties have tiled a suit
involving a contract with Chill for
$18,000,000.
The campaign in Ohio is warming
up, both candidates for governor now
being on the raging stump.
The rutted States man-of-war Pen-
sacola will carry the party to Africa
to observe the eclipse of the sun in
December.
Moutons has elected democratic
state officers and a majority of the
legislature, but the eongreseman is
republican.
The convention to inaugurate the
Tenants' Defense League will meet at
Thurlea, treland, on the 15th inst.
Mr. Sexton will preside.
Mayor Grant, of New York, will
investigate the cause of so many
deaths by electric wires in that city.
A connuendable move.
The Democracy of the south and
west are much encouraged by the
bold declaration of their brethren in
Massachusetts on the tariff question.
Returns from Montana give the
Democrats a majority of seven on
joint ballot in the legislature, which
will insure us two United States sen-
ators.
Of the four new states three have
declared against prohibition. By a
small majority of two thousand votes
North Dakcla engraft!a it upon her
constitution.
Daniel 0' Donoghue, of the (liens,
Ireland, commonly called "The
O'Donoglme," is dead. Ile repre-
sented Tipperary in parliament from
1857 to 186.5, and Tralee from 186.5 to
1885. He was a noted charaeter.
The delegates to the Pan-American
congress are at last to be given a
chance to see the southern states,
Secretary Blaine having consented
to arrange for a trip through the
principal cities of the south early in
January.
Next month in Baltimore, will be
celebrated the one hundredth anni-
versary of the first Roman Catholic
Blehoprie in the United States.
Since then the eliurch has grown
rapidly, and euch year is covering
new territory.
lion. Roger Quarles Mills says the
Democratic majority iu congress will
make the Republicans respect their
rights The rules will not be changed
in any especial feature, anal no legis-
lation, looking to the control of elec-
tions by congress, will be permitted.
W. H. Brown has received the as-
signment as naturalist to aceompany
the eclipse expedition to the west
coast of Africa by the National Mus-
euni. Mr. Brown is now making
preparations for his trip awl will join
the party in New York on the 12th
lust.
It is said that the English mer-
chants are losing Shell: fears of the
results of the Pon-Anierican congress
in effecting closer commendsl rela-
tions with the United States for the
reason that South American natiens
Van not forget Mr. Blaitte'a meddle-
some pol ivy.
President Harrison is reported as
Haying to a delegation of visiting
Michiganders that if the republicans
of that state will "get together" and
propose a good man front that state
for the vacancy upon the supreme
bench he will seriously consider the
paplication.
Chicf Postoffice inspector It. A.
Ratlibone is informed of the arrest in
l'ueblo, Col., of W. A. Baldwin for
using the mail for advertising a lot-
tery scheme.. Also that the Florence
and Cusaferaude, An., stage coach
had deen ebbed on the 2d inst., and
two Mexican mail pouches stolen.
The committees at Nashville for
the Nashville Xorthern road are not
systematically at work but they have
made some progress. It is thought
that over $50,000 has been subscribed
gud promised. Thiseepresents un-
solicited subscriptions, as little or no
effort has so far been made by the
committee.
The Veiled Prophets' parade
at St. Louis, was a marked
success and was witnessed by im-
mense throngs of people, the
city being filled with strangers. The
floats represented twenty-two favor-
ite comie operas. The ball was given
in Music Hall, Exposition building,
and the exhibition was one of splen-
dor and magnificence of scene.
The London Daily News prints a
letter from Crete, which confirms the
report that Cliakir Pasha, the Gover-
nor, allowed the Turkit Im troops to
pillage and persecute the Christians
after • gaining their confidence by
promises of protection. The letter
gives a list of the killed, banished
and imprisoned and describes the
atroeities in detail.
Young Johnson, S. & B. R. It.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
nounce `Oweu's Pink Mixture' the
best for teething children." For gale
by all druggist.
Spiritualiets held* seance at Day-
ton, Ohio, last night, with a lawyer
and five clerical gent4emess amt.&
number of others in attendluice.. The
audience grew tired Of *siting for
the spirits to show up, when a well-
known aged priest arose 'and said:
"Bring on your spirits, bring on your
spirits." This broke np the meeting,
for the specters toile.' to show up.
se • es
"For years I suffered from loss of
appetite and indigestion, but failed to
find relief until I began taking
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. This medicine
entirely cured me. My appetite and
digestion are now perfect."-Fred.
ti. Bower, 4lo6 Seventh St., South
Boston, Mass.
At noon on Tuesday, October 15,
the first legislature of South Dakota
will assemble at Pierre. The first
business will be the election of two
United States senators. The candi-
dates are Judge Gideon C. Moody, of
Deadwood; Hon. It.''. Pettigrew, of
Sioux Falls; Judge A. J. Edgerton,
of Mitchell, and Alonzo Wardell, of
Millbaue. There will be 169 votes,
of which probably twenty are Dem-
ocrats, leaving in reality but 149 votes
to be relied upon in Republican cau-





This powder never varies. A marvel 0,
purity, strength and wholewenenees. more
economical than the ordinary kinds, and
an Mg be NOM ill eunApetition with the multi-
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FIVE MORE IMPLICATED.
Sensational Developments Expected
lit The Herndon Tragedy.
Garrott Munford, colored, surren-
dered himself to'Squire Tinsley Mon-
day and admitted having cut Pike
Radford's throat. As soon as lie was
notified of the hatter's death lie came
to the city and gave himself up. He
claims that he acted purely in self-
defense as Radford was endeavoring
to use a knife on his person. He
says that he retreated in order to
avoid a difficulty WhIell he knew
could only terminate fatally, and that
Radford followed liiin and began the
struggle. Hie exanduing trial will
be held Friday morning and he
awaits it behind the bars.
A colored man named William
Lang appeared before 'Squire Tinsley
Tuesday and made an affidavit
which will bring to the surface some
startling developments in the recent
tragedy at Herndon. Lang affirms
that (ieo. Johnson, Churchill Wat-
kins, Jim Radford, Bob Coleman and
Dan Trice, all colored citizens of the
Herndon vicinity, are joint conspira-
tors, alders and abettors of Garrott
Munford in the murder of l'ike Rad-
ford. The affiant claims to have
good grounds for the step which he
took and the county attorney at once
had warrants issued for the arrest of
the parties named. These warrants
were placed in the hands of Deputy
Sheriff I.ucien Cravens who with a
posse left at a late hour Tuesday
afternoon to serve them.
The warrants issued against GT.
Johnson, Churchill Watkins, Jim
Radford, Bob Coleman and Dan
Trice, upon the affidavit of William
Long charging them with aiding and
abetting Garrett Munford in the mur-
der af hike Itadfoid, were served by
deputy sheriff Cravens Wednesday
and the men brought into the city and
lodged in the the county jail. Their
examining trial will beheld to-day.
They persistently refuse to discuss
the matter with any one.
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my child of suntmer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all dreg-
gists.
Tile merchants and business men
of Clarkaville take a pride in their
military company welch is indeed
eommendable. One of the leading
business men of that city recently
banquetted the bays, and he now
offers a gold medal to the moat ex-
pert marksman of the company.
They realize the necessity and hn-
portauce of a military organization,
and do all in their power to foster
and encourage it.
ses
Many forget that the hair and scalp
need cleansing. Extensive use of
Ayer's Hair Vigor has proven that it
is the best cleansing agent for the
hair-that it prevents dandruff and
stimulates the hair to renewed growth.
Notice to Farmers.
Those of you who have not already
purchased fertilizers for your wheat
will do well to call and see me as I
may save you money. I ant selling
at retail, delivered at Hopkinsville,
all of my wheat fertilizers at $33 per
ton, or $3.30 per sack for cash. This
Includes Metcalfe's lure Bone Meal-
bone and potaelt-my Standard (dis-
solved bone) Wheat Grower and
some lower grades for less price. I
can give you the commercial value
lately given by Prof. M. A. licovell,
State Chemist. Compare these val-
uations with any fertilers that are
offered you and you will see their
merits. Ask those who what to sell
you to show you bulletin No. 20, the
last one issued by the Experimental
Station and conipare my goods with
others.
Metcalfe's lure Bone Meal. $30.84
Bone and Potash 63.38
" Standard (diseolv'd bone)30.04
" Wheat and corn grower 29.30
I sell only for cash or short banka-
ble paper The price is extremely
low for the grade of goods. I will
not guarantee results nor sell on long
time, but I guarantee my goods to be
honestly made and to contain all that
the State Chemist says they do. I
have no hesitation in saying that. I
desire to sell my goods on their merit
and if they cannot be sold without
abusing others and mum iorepresenting
them, I prefer not to sell. ('all ohm





Latest style Frock and
Sack Suits and Over-
coats just received at
FRANKELS.
Is Koine 3 Failure ?
No, if you buy your
wife a Sewing Machine
from C. E. West & Co.
The Sewing Maeislue Men.
Elegant "Nobby" Crushers
just recieved for the races at
FRANKELS.
SEE
Renshaw dr. Braeher's elegant stock
of Furniture before buying. They
take the lead and will give you a bar-
gain.






In Overcoats is the
"Lord Chumtey" for
dress, come and see us
if you want one, at
FRANKELS.
A Complete Stock of
STAPLE AND FANCY
Dry Goods,
Notions & Gent's Furninini Goods
I ,ri st ariety of
Boots antiStiou




Glass Corner and Bush's Old Stand.Clothing,,
PREFERRED LOCALS.
New style gents Collars
and cuffs at FRANKELS.
Big stock of Trunks and
Valises at FRANKELS.
"Ladies," if you come to the fair I
invite you to come and examine my
lovely stock of Millinery before you
purchase elewhere, prices to suit
every body, at Mrs. Carrie Hart.
For first class Shoes and





ers for fresh clean stock
of Shoes
Buy Coal of F. L. Ellis
& co., the men who re-
duced the price 25 per
cent. Office and yard






We will sell at a bargain
the Higgins lot 011 the west
sid3 of Clay street, with a
two story brick licuse upon
it, also 3 improved lots on
the west side of Clay street
between 10th and 11th
streets, fronting 57 feet on
Clay and running back 100
feet.
PIOM S.ht:/Aereee=.
One of the most desirable residences
in the city for sale at a bargain, situ-
ated on south Main street and known
as the Sam Fox property.
A first-class business house for sale
on reasonable terms, situated on S.
E. Cor. of 9th and Clay Ste., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
A farm of 12.5 acres, situated 1 1,
miles mouth from Hopkinsville, Ky.,
on Cox Mill road. Improvements
good. 11:5 acres cleared and 10 acres
In timber.
For sale, lots in Stites' additioa to
Hopkintortlle, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of It. It. track.
McPherson lots situated on south
side of 15th St., HopkinevIlle, Ky.
11 desirable lots for sale. Situated
on east side of Clarksville St., in
Hopkinsville, Ky., belonging to the
Wallows heirs, and being a part of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
kinsville.
A farm of 105 acres 3 miles east of
Crofton, all limestone land, well im-
proved, sell at a bargain.
400 acres of land 8 miles south of
Hopkinsville, Ky., for sale. Im-
provement good and land fret-class.
Tertns reasonable.
4 dwellings on Elm Street f?! aft?.
1 9th
Brown " " "
" East of Clarksville St., for
1 dwelling west side of Virginia St.
1 " east 64
 11 14 e
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for







The largest and finest stock
of Winter Underwear for men
and boys at
FRANKELS.
The stock of Millinery just opened
by Mrs. M. E. Rodgers this fall sur-
passes anything ever placed on exhi-
bition in this city. She is prepared
to suit all who may desire anything
thing In her line, from $1.00 to $20.00
or higher. dlt.
Have you seen the
"TIGER Mir'
Frankel's Sons have them.
NOW/ OLD MAN,
As you said you paid out $6 to $10
every year to repair your wife's sew-
ing machine until I repaired it for
you three years ago, and have not
paid out a nickel on it since, now do
time a favor and toll your uncier,yar 1
aunt, your cousin and eye y i
else what a "bully" Dewing machine
man I am anti oblige.
Yours truly, o
C. E. WEST di CO., '
tf. The Sewing Machine Men.
I have just received all the latest ,
styles of hair bang's side combs and (
ihair pins, at Mrs. Carrie Hart.
•
The Genuine "Stetson
Hats" stiff and soft latest
shapes at FRANKELS.
CHOICE,
Red Sea, Fultz, Rice and Southern
Amber Heed wheat at EuussE
M 1 L 1.'8 Co. oct, 3 d2t & w21.
New Goods Received
daily in our New Shoe
Store.
M. Frankel's Bons.
Two farms for rent or work on
shares, also a new cottage for rent.
tf. W. W. WARE.
Ladies, if you want a cheap and
stylish hat or bonnet, call on 24




U. S. Pension Att'y.
Is at Hopkinsville, Ky. Advice free
as to your disability, original, in-
crease, new disability. Widows
claims taken. No fee unless success-
ful. Procure certificates of lost dis-
charges and write all evidence. Will
come to Hopkinsville regularly.





Hereby announces himself as a candidate for
Jailer of Christian to., subject to the decision
of the Democratic convention.
We are authorized to announce
JAS. D. ifTEW•RT.
as a candidate for jeAler of Christian county
subject to the action of the Democratic party.
We are authorized to announce.
GEO. W. LONG,
a candidate for reelection id Abe
office of jailer of Christian county,
subject to the action of the Dem-
ocratic party.
For Clerk of Court &Appeals.
We are authorised to announce
GEORGE H. MADDEN
a candidate for Clerk of the Court of Ap-
peals, subject to the action of the Democratie
nominating primary or convention.
For County Court Clark.
We are authorized to annosses .1. S.
AGSDA LA as a candidate for County Court
aatgeet to the action of the Detnosratie
arty
We are authorised to announce William
'uwan as candidate for tounty Court Clerk
(Christian county.
We are authorised to announce
a. O. BUCKNER
11 candidate for County Court ('Ierk of
h hat Ian County, subject to the action of the
semocratic party.
-DR. RICE,
rOf IS 74ea re at 37 Court use. Sow at
lllarketStreet,lahlkiT
Bat. Third and )ourth,
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Attorms At Lay.
OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, CP STAIRS
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Ca-0 TO
Williams & Johnson's
CORNER MAIN AND COURT STREETS,






an.d. CI 1-1  ed. Good"
Fresh and nice and atthe lowest price.
aallScjoiliascori,




Virginia Street, Between 8th and 9th, Hopkinsville, Ky.
We will duplicate any nionamental mirk pat up in Christian county by any foreign
- Ky. dealer and dIseount their price hem 10 telly/sr cent
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
Where you can lay in your winter clothing, underwear, boots and shoes
 for the least
money? We won't call any names just here, but will only say to ou
r friends that
whenever you see goods at prices named below buy them:
Mens' good half-wool suits
Childrens' winter snits
Childrens' half-wool suits
Childrens' all wool full cassimere knee pants
Mens' good all wool cassimere pants
Mens' best all wool fancy cassimere pants
Mens' worsted fancy striped pants
Mens' good unlined long overcoats
Child's nice overcoats
Child's nice cape overcoats
Nice Camel's hair underwear
Drummers' samples in fine underwear
Finest Camel's hair made underwear
Manufacturers' samples in suspenders
Manufacturers' samples in stiff hats
Big lot of long heavy overcoats






Women's Heavy Winter Shoes at $ .50
Children's Boots " .50
Children's Winter Shoes 
66 ,25
Women's Kid Congress Shoes " 1.00
Women's Pebble Shoes " 1,00
Ladies Fine Dongola Button at $1.00 to 1.50
Men's Good 1-2 Fine Shoes " 1.00 to 1.25
The Best $2 Men's Boot in America.
Hocker's Fine &wed French Calf Boot 5.00
Bush's Hand-made Box Toe Kip Boots 4.00
Genuine full stock kip box toe saddle seam long
leg men's boots for $2.50
Boys Good Boots 1 to 5's 1.50,
The Celebrated "Anderson's Wear-for-ever Shoes
$1.25, $1.50 and $1.75
Best Kip Brogans 1.00
Best Women's Full Stock Shoe 1.00
Women's Wool Lined Arctic Overshoes .50
Women's Rubber Sandals .25
Now don't stop looking until you find the above good
s at the above
prices, and we might say, to save you a fruitless 
hunt, that so far as
heard from there is but one place in this whole 
county where such
goods are to be bad at such prices; and we don't sup
pose it will be any
betrayal of confidence for the New Era to say to its 
friends that the one






















All of which I atu offering at pm ices
I as low as the lowest. Call and be
VonvInced of the fact.
BEN ROSENBAUM,
No. 9 West Main Street.
The place is run by people who will treat you
white and sell you good honest goods at Lower






its wrirriEt ask, I e.
ESTABLISHED :1843. _
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
TM= CIMIC3r-..MRIINTG- PIANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and KurtzmannPianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers
inonidoi
tpe,IR - -to
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized rionsentative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon all
thaw lito want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
A UR 4thAvenue, LoWsville, Ky. SMITH & NIXON.
IKE LIPSTINE.
He can and will sell you goods cheaper than
any house :in town. All goods warranted to
be as represented. Remember the place,
Gish Building, Corner Main and Ninth
BRYANT& STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
LOUISVILLE.KV.
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Practice In all the courts of ths Common-
wealth, the Coati. of Appeal. and the
United States Court.
Oillos over Petro/. • Downer'a.
woor),
Attorney at Law
Will practice in the courts of Chrlet'an
sod edjohilog counties. d&
Ofilee over First National Bank
Residence, South Virginia street
dub.
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained. and all Pat-
ent beaten. eundocted for Igo cccccc rtes.
OW. OFFICE IS OPPOSITE U.S PATENT OrEICIE
and we ma ream patent to less time than dare
remote froin Washington.
Send rood -I. drawing or Munn, with descrip-
tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free of
charge. Oer lee not dae Oil patent is ...cared.
A Parent LCT, "Row to Obtain Patents," with
alma' of wow! clients in your State, county, at
Iowa, seat free. Address,
C.A.SNOW&COs
A Weekly Journal devoted to Agriculture and
Lye Stock.
TII PAPER FOR THE /AIM AN11 HIS MILT.
THE PAPER FOR TIE REICE ['ELEM.
Subscription $1.50 per annum. Lawral commie-
mon to agents.
Or nk nlless
Or the Liquor Hab t, Pesitivitly Cured
ET A141111113T1111110 II. MAIMS' SEMI MtelIlt.
lt can he Peen In a cep et coilm sr lit. Slkrar.
octet of food. without the knowledge (.1' the p.1 -
son taking it; Ill, 'boot tely barmier and w ill
effect a permanent and epeedy care, whether
(impatient Is a moderate drinker or an alcoholic
wreck. IT NEVER FAILS, We GUARANTFcomildetiire In every instance. tti page teedi
d resit In confidence,





A Most Effective Combination.
This well imam Tonle and ?terrine Is
rreat repatattonr scare for Debility, fryspou-
ni.. and NERVOUS disorders. It relieve. all
languid and debilitated conditions of the we-
tim; areastleina the intellect, and bodily functloas;
builds up worn oat Nerves aids digestion ;
Storm Impaired or ler %Malty, and brines back
'youthful strength sat vigor- It is ideneest Le the
taste, ang mod regularly brantil the System eigalmt
ibelleprosai hidesoce of Medacia.
Prion-$1.00 per Bottle of 114 meson&





matism, Sallow Skin and Piles.
Mere is no better remedy ter these
e enemies disease* than Teitit's Liver
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The Steamer Cams Seek Near Eaten
Rouge by a Boller Explesloe.
The Passengers and t'rew Huriod Into
the Water Without a Moment's
Warning-List of the Lost
and Injured.
New Oaoeses, Oat. 5.- At noon
Thursday the Ouachita steamer Corona
while positing False River settlement.,
tan miles above Baton Rouge exploded
her boilers and went to the bottom.
The steamer, which was making its first
trip after being reuovated was fairly
splintered by the foroe of the explosion.
Many on board were struck by flying
fragments and instantly killed. Abont
forty lives were lost.
The Anchor line steamer City of A.
Louie Capt. James O'Neil. was near by,
and a i h his orew and boats saved many
lives 'f he surviving passengers and
crew mere taken on board by CILPL
0 Neil. and very kindly oared for by
him and his crew.
Following are the names of the crew
who welt. lost:
J. W. Blanks, captain; J. V. Jordan.
clerk; Charles Cellos, clerk; SwiniP
Hanna, clerk; Fred. Dunkel, barkeeper;
Fred. Oberionn, barkeeper. Pat. Ryan,
etewerd; leek Curtis. fireman; Torn
Shook, engineer; Henry Doyle, porter;
Jim Se lie.. porter; Mr. 'fate, colored,
barber; Delay Davis, colored, desk-
hand; Tom Cook, railorman; Billy
Youriq. seoond mate; Sam Steel. texas
boy; fern Burns, colored dock hand;
Dick Critter, fireman. colored; two cap-
tains of the watch, both colored, and
eig_ht roustabout& all colored.
The following passiengers were lost:
Mrs J. D. tisott, of timithland: La.;
Dr. Mobil, corn doctor; William Davis,
a stock loan from Texas; Mrs. L
Koench, of Opelousas, La- • Mrs
Thomas Hough, of Opeloamas. La. sis-
ter of the captain; Mrs. Kaufman's
nurse and eldest child. and Mr. Nelson.
of Red River Landing.
A number of persons rescued from the
wreck were injured more or less serious-
ly by the steam or splinters from the
vetoed Among them are:
Mr. L Baughman, of Black river,
hurt inside; Mr. W. Comstock. of Don-
aldsonville, hurt in bresast; Mr. J. J.
Meredith. hands burned; Capt. B. (1
Cornwell, bruised; Mrs. Col. Robertson,
bruised on lower limb': Wayne Blanks,
little son of Mrs. Henry Blanks, hurt
on face; an unknown white man, aria
broken.
Many of the crew of the Corona were
on the ill-fated steamer John H. Hanna,
a sister boat of the same line, which
was bet last Christmas with forty-tive,
and among the victims of this wreck
were some of the few survivors of that
disaster.
No one seems to be able to give any
ex iiliviation an to the cause of the sud-
den disaster. Cap! 'I' C. Sweeney, One
of the owners of the line, who assumed
oolninand on the death of Capt. Blank&
says the explosion Was not due to a too
high pressure of steam. He had just
had occasion to examine the gauge, and
is po-iti‘e there was not a pressure of
more than 13.5 pounds.
The bust had a moderate cargo. She
wise in midotream, just below the land-
ing at A. broth, and had just whistled to
pass the City of St. Louis, fortunately
coming down at the time. The explo-
sion haul a downward tendency, and
blew out the bottoru of the boat, caus-
ing her to sink immediately. The cabin
was torn in two, the rear portion float-
ing down stream, mud bearing a nem-
ber of the saved.
Capt. Seeeney happened to be for-
ward, and started at one, to put out the
tire, which began to burn at several
places. He says the boat would un-
doubtedly loos burned had she not
gone down immediately. None of the
books. papers or other valuables were
raved. The City of St Louis, whioh
was steno .',00 yards above, at ones put
out her boats, and she did noble work
In Psvin{ lire&
The only dead body recovered was
that of Fred. Overman, the Devout bar-
keeper. The relnitins were put off at
the wharf olioe, where they well!. viewed
by C..roner Jones It Ii in not yet been
de e mined whether they will be in-
terred at Moon Rouge or gout to New
Olken& Three or boar of the injured
remained on the City or St. Louis. and
were ca:ried to New Orleans.
The Co-one was on ho first trip of
the seaeon and had but recently come
out of the dry dock, where she received
repairs amounting to nearly '11,000.
She was built at Wheeling. SV. Vs., by
the Sweeney Brothers, of that city.
about seven years ago. and had a awry-
ing rapacity of about 2.700 bales of oot-
ton. A ir the time of the sioident she
was valued at Eli. ii' III
Another Outbreak Tokyo in Whirl.
11.re• Poopl• are Killed.
Jameoemi. Ky., Oct. 5. There lira
been another outbreak of the old lint,
tield-MoCov feud, and at least three
more hies have been sucriticed in the
bloody vendetta mhich has now lasted
over reven years. 'Abe place where the
killing took plates is nearly sixty miles
from a railroad station or telegraph
office and thirty-five miles from hero.
The ehooting occurred at a marriage
at the farm house of Peter 'Moroy.
daughter was to be made the wife of
John Hand, a relative of the Hatfield
gang and members of both tuitions had
sworn to prevent the union, declaring
that it would be an outrage to the feel-
ings of all who were ceunsoted with the
family war. 'they were unable to stop
the preparations. for the wedding, how-
ever, as neither Peter McCoy nor Hand
had ever been couuceted with the dis-
putes of the factious and refused to rec-
ognize the leaders.
Tuesday might the bridal party as-
sembled iii McCov's house, and just as
voting Hand and Miss McCoy stood be
tore the miniiner to be joined in wed-
lock, a volley was poured through a
window, whuch killed both of them and
fatally eetintied 'the elergyoum. shoes
name is miknown here. Reports say
that the farmer,' and ruouutaineers of
the lecidity arm) hunting for the mur-
derers.
Yi..5s Candidata
Periomenta, Oct. 5.- Ex•Governur
Hartrauft has written a letter denying
the report that he is a oaadulate for the
valiant p‘usit's ousunissionswaltip. -
(itCP" Ilan fleets Cothblned.
t.7.-The important news
conies from Berlin to-day that the
squadron of the German fleet now in
the Mediteraneau is to be combined
with the Italian fleet, and that both
are to be placed under one command,
The public announcement of this
event will take place while Emperor
William is at Monza, where he and
the Empress will meet the Italian
royal family on the 14th inst. The
object of this movement is easy to
understand. By combining the two
fleets the French fleet in the Mediter-
ranean will be very greatly reduced
in uumerieal importance. If this
scheme is carried out, and no doubt
it will be, the French Government
will undoubtedly take immediate ex-
ception to it and it may be the fore-
runner of a very angry discussion.
Wire Babe wse gave lam ti stow*
Wises. alos os. ',old, she fried furl sates*
Whew she berme Masa eke dung be Career
When she held Chains. eh' wive dem Cameuria
Damaging Spots morose in New York
State.
LoCkPOItT, N. Y., Oct. 7.-At four
o'clock yesterday Aiorning the rain of
the night chenged to mow, which fell
to the depth of six inches, greatly
damaging shade and fruit trees. The
snow storm continued nearly three
hour/.
BUFFALO, N. V., Oct. 7.-The first
snow storm of the season prevailed
here yesterday morning. At one
time the ground was covered.
Mrs. Vickers Rises to Explain and
Winds np by Promising
Amateur opera.
Editors Nair ESA.
You cannot condemn more heartily
than I, the gross mismanagement of
my ooneert. Being a woman, it is
not natural that I should have noth-
ing to say, so may I have • hearing
on the subject? It is due myself to
state that such an experience was as
new to me as it was, doubtless, to
my audience. Far from being the
novice I appeared, I have given not
a few very successful entertain-
ments but confess to knowing noth-
ing of stage management, my role
being that of "musical director."
When the stage manager is fur-
nished in connection with the opera
house, which was the case at my
concert, it is customary for him to be
present at two rehearsals, at least.
The necessity of this is obvious.
Your opera house management does
not adopt this plan, allowing the
assistants to be present only on the
night of the performance.
I was unprepared for a departure
from my former experience.
I take this opportunity of saying
that my pupils and musical friends
have expressed their willinguese to
assist me in a comic opera, which
will soon be in course) of preparation.
In the presentation of this ex-
ceedingly attractive opera, no pains
nor expense will be spared in making
it all that a most critical audience
could demand. Before closing, will
thank all who kindly contributed to
the musical success of the concert.
Misr. Steinhagen as a superier accom-
panist, rendered invaluable antis-
Lance. For the present shall sub-
scribe myself, the
EX“TINGUIE111 ED VOCALIST."
A Woman Shoots a Patient Who Had
Eecaped From the Asylum,
A crowd of patients of the asylum
were out in the *cods last week
gathering cedar, when one of them
wandered off, going toward Fair
view. Attendants were placed upon
his track but tailed to find him. He
made his way to a house beyond
Fairview on Wednesday, where he
called fora drink of water, which
was given him. It was noticed that
be was not in his right mind, and
the fact was soon made known
throughout the community that, a
lunatic was abroad. The patient af-
ter getting the water started on to-
ward Elkton, and a short distance
from the house overtook two women,
one of whom believing she was in
danger, drew a revolver and shot him
twice, the last shot in the back as he
was escaping from her. The patient
had not said a word to either woman
or made a show of violence toward
any one, and is a harmless man.
One shot just grazed the skin, the
other penetrating the muscles of the
back. He is not suffering from his
wounds at all, and came back yes-
terday tram Elkton with an attend-
ant in a buggy. There is no danger
at all from his wounds, but it is
merely good luck that he was not
dangerously injured by the fright-
ened women.
Found lathe Newspaper.
From the Cresco, Iowa, "Plaindeal-
"er." "we have never, &sour readers
"for nearly thirty years in this county
"can testify, written a 'puff' of any
"patent medicine. Duty as well as in-
"clination impel us to depart from
"this studied silence, to say to our
"readers and the public that, having
"been completely prostrated with a
"violent and distressing cold, after
"three days fighting it with ordinary
"remedies and getting no relief from
"their use, we obtained a bottle of
"Clarke's Extract of Flax (Papillon)
"Cough Cure, obtaining almost in-
"stant relief and a steady improve-
"ment under its use' Large bottle
only $1.00. Ask for Clarke's Flax
Soap. "Beet on earth." 26 cents.
Both the above for sale by H. B.
Garner.
The Westingbouse-Edison Case.
PITIVBCRO, PA., Oct. 7.-Iu the
United States Court to-day, Justice
Bradley, of the Supreme Court, hand-
ed down an opinion dismisaing the
famous electric light case of Westing-
house against Edison. The suit was
brought two years ago by the West-
inghouse interests against the Mc-
Keesport or Edison Electric Light
C o, to restrain the defendauts from
using the fibrous carbon or incandes-
cent conductor in the light globe.
The point at issue was the form stud
substance of the conductor. It is
claimed by the plaintiffs that they
have been grapted a patent on the
fibtous article, while, on the other
hand, the Edison interests claimed
that they had filed an application for
a patent a month before the applica-
tion of the plaintiff's.
The court holds that the claim to
prjority of invention in the fibrous
carbon filament is not valid, as Edi-
son had accomplished the result be-
fore Sawyer, Mann or Westinghouse.
"For want of a nail, a shoe was
lost; for want of a shoe, a horse was
lost; for want of a horse, a rider was
lost." Never neglect small things.
The- first signs of pneumonia and
consumption can positively be
checked by Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption. Sold by
H. B. Garner, druggist.
The Corte. Crop.
New ORLEANS, Oct. 7 -The New
Orleans Cotton Exchange has issued
an official report of the movements
of the cotton crop for the first five
weeks of the current season, up to
October 6, incluslie, and to the close
of the corresponding week last year.
It makes the net rail shipments over-
land to Eastern mills and anada
against 29,182; total takings of
Northern spinners, includ`aig over-
land to Canada, 124445, against
142,486. Amount of present crop that
has come into sight at all points dur-
ing the above period, 846,122, against
6.37,426.
A Lack or money.
New YORK, Oct. 7.-For the first
time since the week following the
May panic of 18S4 the bank statement
published shows the reserve held to
be less than the 25 per rent of deposit"
required by the national banking
law. The deposits amount to $412,-
673,801 against which only $101,400,000
is held in reserve. The deficit is
$1,668,050, as the legal require-
ment is $103,069,460. The deficit is
almost wholly caused by the drain
of money to the west and Routh.
Remarkable Rescue.
Mrs. Michael Curtain, Plainfield,
Ill., makes the statement that she
caught cold, which 'settled on her
lungs; she was treated for • month
by her family physician, but grew
worse. He told her she was a hope-
less victim of consumption and that
no medicine could cure her. Her
druggist suggested Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption ; she
bought a bottle and to her delight
found herself benefited from first
does. She continlied its use and
after taking ten bottles, found her-
Mr. E. F. Blakely, of Madisonville, ever was.-Free tFial bottles of this
*elf sound and well, now does her
Saturday at the home of the bride ,
own housework and is as well as she
and Milt Mollie Reed were married Great Discovery at 11. 11. Garner's 
Pharmacy, large bottles
Pet' ulnae
14 the combination, pfoportiou, and
preparation of its ingredient'Hood's
Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures
where other prepdtations entirely
fail. Peculiar in Its good name at
home, which is a "tower of strength
abroad," peculiar lurthe phenomenal
sales it has attained, Hood's. Same-
parilla is the nioet succrissful njedi-
clue for purifying the blood, giving
strength, and creating an-appetite.
The Fkormer Favorable and the hatter
in Geed Condition.
WASHINGTON, Oct. 7.-The weath-
er during the week in the corn aud
winter wheat regions of the central
valleys was generally favorable for
farm work and the *touring of farm
crops. Winter wheat is reported in
good condition, except in Michigan,
where more rain is needed. The
dronth in this state has materially
reduced the yield of corn and potatoes.
The greater portion of the tobacco
crop is housed in Kentucky and Ten-
titmice without material damage from
light frosts. Wheat seeding is pro-
gressing in these states, !attended by
favorable weather and excellent pros-
pects. In the cotton region the
weather wiui favorable for cotton
picking, which is nearing completion.
The crop is reported as good' and
coming in rapidly in North Carolina,
while it Is below the average in
South Carolina, where other crops
are in fine condition. Rain is badly
needed in Louisiana to improve the
eonditian of late cane and other
crops. Rains during the early part
of the week in Oregon were favorable
to grass and seeding.
ANNUAL CONVENTION.
Meeting of the American Typo' he tae
at St. Louis.
ST. Louts, Mo., Oct. 7.-The Third
annual convention of the (Jutted
Typothetie of the Americru organi-
zation, composed of the employing
printers of this country, will assem-
ble here Tuesday. The association
originated with the St. Louis master
printers during the trouble exper-
ienced with the typograghical union
in 1887, its object being to harmonize
any differences which might arise
between masters and journeymen
printers. The idea was crystalized in
a meeting in Chicago, held in re-
sponse to a request from this city.
The convention here, to be held in
the Odd Fellows Hall, will be at-
tended by delegates from all parts of
the country. and it is expected that
it will be a very large one.
The Pork Corner (,ivarrel.
CHICAGO, ILL., Oct. 7.-The war be-
tween the New York brokers who
were squeezed in the pork corner and
the Chicago Board of Trade goes
merrily on. In Judge Shepard's
Court this morning Broker Wallace
filed an affidavit, stating that the In-
ternational Packing Co., had violated
the injunction served upon them Sat-
urday. Wallace, it seems, hau con-
tracted to buy 260 barrels of the Isom-
patty. In spite of the order of the
court restraining the delivery of the
pork the company offered to make the
delivery. Upon Wallace', refusing
the tender the pork 'old at auction
for the price of $20.50 per barrel. The
company then sent a bill to Wallace
for the margins. All this was done
in accordance with one of the rules of
the board. No further arguments in
the matter of the injunction were
made this morning.
The Republicans May Defeat Him For
Re-Election.
ST. Louts, Mo., Oct. 7.-Correspon-
dence from Kansas says that although
the election for United States senator
is • good while off yet, there is a
growing strong inclination not to re-
turn Senator Ingalls. This is shared
In by some of the most influential
Republicans of the state on account
of several reasons. One of his
method of distributing federal pat-
nonage. His attempt to straddle the
prohibition question has made him
quite unpopular among the radical
prohibitionists, and his vowed antag-
onism to municipal suffrage has made
him many enemies among the sup-
porters of that law.
SHE IS "blEATEPUL."
"I saved the life of my little girth
• prompt use of Dr. Acker's ..nglish
Remedy for ConeitaLetion."-Mrs
Wm. V. Heintiess, New York
gold by H. B. Garner, Druggist.
Vacancies
WASHINGTON, I). C., Oct. 7.-TL•
three vacancies in the staff depart-
ments of the army were filled to-day
by the following appointments: Lieut.
Gee. S. Hoyt, Eighteenth Infantry,
to be Assistant Quartermaster with
the rank of Captain; Lieut. Henry
B. Osgood, Third Artilery, and Gen.
L. W. Alexander, of Iowa, to be Com-
missioner's in the Subsistence De-
partment with the rank of Captain.
The Driving Park Association has
secured the cervices of Mr. W. M.
Flynu,publisher of the official illumi-
nated score card of all the leading
areoelations. He will be here to per-
sonally superintend the publication
and to supply all drivers and riders
with colors, etc. The card
gives the color number and number
of each driver making it an easy mat-
ter for judges, spectators and repor-
ters to distinguished the horses at
any distance on the track.
The farmers of the Newstead vicin-
ity will hold their annual wheat sale
at Julian on Thursday, 22nd of Octo-
ber. Grain dealers are requested to
be on hand as forty thousand bushels
of wheat will be disposed of to the
highest bidder. The sale will com-
mence at 1 p. m.
Richard Dunn, a worthy colored
citizen living on the Greenville road,
has a fine June apple tree upon his
place, whose branches are now bend-
ing under the second crop. Dulin
says the fruit is equally as good as
the former crop.
The unfinished races of Friday ev-
ening were concluded Saturday after-
noon. The three year old race was
won by It. H. Holland's Annie Dic-
tator. The match race resulted in
another victory for Ragsdale's Cleve-
land.
Aliens Croft to Dora Stuart.
E. F. Beakeley to Mollie Rini.
William Marshall to Fannie Mar-
shall.
COIAMED.
Alex Anglin to Ella Siuseley.
Leslie Williams to Sallie Nlerograto.
Robt. Mason to Mat Wallace.
Frank Bradshaw to Fannie Holland.
('has. Moody to Elizabeth Gray.
Green Long to Sallie Thorndson.
Below we publish a partial list f the premiums
to OUT subscribers:
Llituggy,inade by the Blume she Carries C., 
I Walton, eamte_hey the we unix) o Wago,. Co  60 WI
1 Lad riewiug,Machine, makes button-holes, Pews slg-sag and
straigheseamm, and every variety of oenainental work  60 00
1 fiewingjisehine, (ft drawers drop-leaf) manufactured by the
New ItIoure-Co 
8 3, rem tonne, each, one Steel
1 8-day -  10 00
1 LovelrWlikhing Machine 
Clothes Wringer 
1 Premium, Dry Goods  5 00
1 Gent's Sacidle 
5 Premiums, each, a box 50 elegant cigars $ 2 00 
30 Premiums, each, 1 year's subscription to Weekly New Era  10
10 Premiums, each, 1 year's sub cription to Daily New Era 
Other premiums, ranging in value from 50 cents up-
wards, will be added from time to time, until the list is com-
plete. Send in your name or call and subeeribe.
NEW ERA CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
T. K. HANCOCK. C. It. 11•LLIGIa.
Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
GRACEY TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
pedal Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
a. HACNOCK, Salesman. W. J. ELY Book-Kp
South:-: Kentucky:-:College
AL Molicscol for IliEgotka Ma'am's.
The 40th Session will begin TUESDAY, SEPT ard, 1150. Thu school offer* Orel-dam
add van tages In English, Science Ancient Lingua/tee, French. liernian, Book-keeping. Ma.
ale and Art. TRIMS MODERATE. For catalogue string full Information
Address JAMES E. SCOBEY, Pronithenb
H. G. Fleming.
HOPKINSVILLE, ------ - - KENTUCKY
The following brands kept; Darter County sad
E. W. Worsham's Peerless; Hill & Wineteadi Silk
Velvet; Robertson County Corn Whisky'
County Whisky; White morn Whisky; radssour dash Union County Whisky and Tea
Whiskies.
-Eight different kinds of Wines.-
'o\s ,A Specialtiere.
4 Yell' 015 \ BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
•: "ROCK and RYE,"WHISKY 
and GIN
N. B.-Enclose Postal, Money Order or Cash
with your order.
We wish to call especial attention of farmers to the following speciallines of goods which we intend to sell at the lowest possible price. All
Empire Fertilizer Wheat Drills,




Model of Good Fertil
Bone Meal,
















We are the ant 'iorized agents for the celebrated
We most cordially invite you to call and see us
Most Respectfully,
A young gentleman of this city has
devoted great, care and attention dur-
ing the past mouth to ascertaining 
the weight of the liopkinsville girl.
He can tell you without hesitation
the weight of any girl of his acquaint-
&nee. He will compile some statis-
We which will be exceedingly inter-
esting.
Physicians Confess.
All honest, eonscientious physicians who
give it. H 14.(kkitanIc Blood Balm) • Eris',




Rock nisei. Ga., writes:
"I retard H. B. II. as one of the beat blood
7Aelil report,icinim''  of H. Ii. It. are ravorable, andDr. A. II. Itoricoo, Nashville, Tenn., writes:
.peedy net {MI is truly wonder( ii.''
Dr. J. W. Rhodes, Crawfordsville, Ga.,
writes: "I confess It. H. II. Is the twat anti
quickest medicine for rherimai Is • I have
ese)rtri"D . s. J. Fanner, Crawfordsville, Oa.,
writes: "I cheerfully recommeod B. H. B. as
a flue tonic •IteratIve. Its use cured an ez-
•reseence of ths neck after other remedies
etritr.tetiC Pelbroenetlit.!triVtIrg;7Jiae" k son v I Ile, A la.,
writes: "My mother innisted on my getting
B. 13 ft for her rheumatism, tot her Care
stubbornly restated the usual nine-sibs ham
et perietwed Immettlate n.11441'11,1 her Int.
pro VFIIIPTII has heleft truly wonderful."
A prominent physician who wishes Ids
"The Owensboro,"
Manufactured by tee OW eNt4BoR0 WAGON CO.. OWENSBORO, ElFor (Nimbi ity, ra it eppearence and lightness of draft the eueboco farm era aoearls and tire).* have no coital. They are the lightest running similar the world. •1:117.:ene"neet givr".fnte' 
ass.:
syphilie was au rel v nade aterpotor ho oughlv eel 11 rid lug in boffin linsteed on Ever • portion 
"A paDent of are ilitAltO rtIr ht. heei • IF Want/lied II ittel the country. EN yr,' portkm or ithe wood wok i
k him, and wide no (refitment seemed
to check, was entirely cured rob Khotit
twelve bottles of B. a It. lie was fairly
made up of skin end bones and terrible
ironed and mil gi a &whir Merest wove iron, turd more than sins eine
rouge
wagon on the market. The Nein,e are made of the best clear, mentioned minter, well bracedand painted, bottoms are tongued and grooved and will bold =mu grain i. ball:iota Webteguaran d For catalogue and prices address.•'0WEBIllEORO W
